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from the editor
Taking Stock
By Ayo Mseka

I

t’s hard to believe we are almost in the middle of the year. If you started the year with specific goals in mind, you
are hopefully making steady progress in achieving them. But if you have barely made a dent and your list of goals
is almost as long today as it was in January, it’s time to take a look at what you have achieved so far, where you are
falling behind, and what you need to do to catch up.
Your first step in catching up is to take advantage of Disability Insurance Awareness Month (DIAM). This
is the marketing campaign that takes place every May to spread the word about DI insurance and its role in
protecting the financial assets of American consumers. Use this campaign to remind your clients about the
importance of DI insurance and help them get the coverage they need.
May is also the time to take part in NAIFA’s Congressional Conference, where members from around the
country will educate lawmakers about the value they bring to their clients and the solutions they provide for 90
million American families. Scheduled for May 14 to May 15 in Washington, D.C., this important meeting will
make you a better professional and a more powerful advocate for the clients you serve. We hope to see you there!
After the Congressional Conference, it’s time to start planning for another promotional campaign — Life
Insurance Awareness Month (LIAM). This is the marketing event spearheaded by Life Happens each September
to encourage Americans to take stock of their life insurance needs and buy the insurance they need for themselves
and their loved ones. Getting ready now for this campaign will give you enough time to position yourself for
maximum participation and greatly enhance your chances of reaching as many prospects as possible.

Don’t forget to register for NAIFA’s Performance + Purpose Conference,
which takes place this year from September 11 to September 14 at the
Walt Disney World Dolphin Resort.
While preparing for LIAM, don’t forget to register for NAIFA’s Performance + Purpose Conference, which
takes place this year from September 11 to September 14 at the Walt Disney World Dolphin Resort. Attending
this conference will give you the inspiration and knowledge you need to cross off some of the items still on your
2019 Resolutions List. Check www.naifa.org regularly for the latest announcements about this important meeting.
Words to live by
As you use these events to advance your goals, I want to leave you with a few words of wisdom from some of the
industry experts featured this year in Advisor Today. Their insights will inspire you to keep on keeping on as you
tackle the goals you set for yourself this year:
• Making peace with prospecting can make all the difference in 2019. (Connie Kadansky)
• Your clients aren’t really buying life insurance — they’re buying assurance. (Simon Lister)
• Until your clients understand they have a problem — and that you have a product or service to solve it — they
are unlikely to take action. (Marvin Feldman)
• As an advisor, your biggest value proposition is helping clients create better plans. (Steven Waineo)
• The role we play in local communities and the impact it has on the economy and society are tremendous.
Remember that you make a difference! (Thomas Wong)
Keep these sage words top-of-mind as you serve your clients, and you may complete all the items on your 2019
Resolutions List.
Happy Selling!

viewpoint
Advocate, Educate, Differentiate
By Jill Judd, FSS, LUTCF

Y

our NAIFA leadership continues to maintain a laser-like focus on enhancing the member experience of all
agents and advisors who choose to become NAIFA members. Toward this end, we are working tirelessly to
advocate for a favorable business environment for you and the clients you serve and to educate you through
state-of-the art programs that help differentiate you from other advisors.
With a political advocacy program that is second to none and a wide range of benefits that enhance your
knowledge and lower your cost of doing business, NAIFA membership is the best investment you can make in
your career. Visit www.naifa.org. and start taking advantage of these benefits today.
In this column, I’d like to draw your attention to a few of the benefits that reflect our commitment to advocate,
educate and differentiate. These are our upcoming Congressional Conference, the NAIFA Limited & Extended
Care Planning (LECP) Center, and the NAIFA Advisors You Can Trust website (www.advisorsyoucantrust.org).

The Congressional Conference
The NAIFA Congressional Conference is the best place to see NAIFA advocacy in action. Scheduled for May 14
and May 15 in Washington, D.C., this conference will bring together hundreds of NAIFA members from every
corner of the country to meet with lawmakers and advise them on how their decisions affect agents, brokers, and
their clients. This is one conference you cannot afford to miss and I hope to see you there!
The LECP center
Launched just a few weeks ago, the LECP Center equips you with the information, products, designation and
educational resources you need to help plan for the limited, extended and long-term-care needs of your clients.
The Center empowers all stakeholders to come together as an industry to communicate, organize and share
information and intelligence so that they can continue to address and advocate for the changing needs of the
market.
It is the result of NAIFA’s collaboration with a group of founding sponsors that represent multiple businesses
in the long-term-care sector of the financial-services industry. These sponsors include distribution specialists;
education and certification specialists; and carriers and corporations.
Advisors you can trust
NAIFA has also launched a website, AdvisorsYouCanTrust.org, to provide consumers with news, tips, and
strategies from experts in insurance and financial planning, and to locate a NAIFA advisor.
AdvisorsYouCanTrust.org is also the gateway to NAIFA’s “Learn from the Best” blog, which offers practical
information on life insurance products, financial services, retirement savings, college planning, and other topics
that are crucial to the financial well-being of consumers. Regular blog updates provide consumers with important
facts and information, as well as with tips and resources offered by leading voices in the insurance and financialservices field.
Every day, NAIFA’s experienced staff and volunteers work hard to protect your business and implement
tangible benefits that help you grow your business. With your help and support, we will continue to leverage our
influence to advocate for a favorable business environment and provide high-quality educational programs that
position you for success.

Jill Judd, LUTCF, FSS, is president of the National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors and a State Farm Insurance
agent in Capitola, California. Contact her at jill.judd@statefarm.com.
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national association of insurance and financial advisors

The NAIFA Quality Award offers award qualification options
for all NAIFA members from every practice specialty:
Life Insurance and Annuities
Financial Advising and Investments | Health and Employee Benefits
Multiline | Combinations of Multiple Specialties
SINCE 1945 THE NAIFA QUALITY AWARD HAS BEEN THE SEAL OF DEDICATION
TO CLIENT SERVICE, ETHICS AND EXCELLENCE.

For Generations, NAIFA Has Been
a Symbol of Dedication to
Service, Ethics and Excellence

NAIFA
QUALITY

AWARD
The NAIFA Quality Award provides advisors at any
career stage, the opportunity to demonstrate a commitment to exceptional:
• Professionalism through education and earned
designations
• Production measured by performance metrics
customized for each practice specialty
• Adherence to the NAIFA code of ethics
• Service to your industry association
Advisors specializing in Life & Annuities, Financial
Advising & Investments, Health & Employee Benefits,
Multiline Sales or any combination of these specialties have the opportunity to demonstrate the quality
that is the mark of a true professional.
One Award… The NAIFA Quality Award… reflects
all the varied practice specialties of NAIFA members
with a singular mark recognized by all. The NAIFA
Quality Award is the mark of distinction to be recognized by not just your colleagues, but by your clients
and companies. Be recognized for your commitment
to excellence in service to your clients and your
industry, in your pursuit of education and training
and in your adherence to NAIFA’s Code of Ethics.
It is time for all NAIFA members to proudly display
the mark of NAIFA Quality.
Complete and return one or more of the following
applications to earn the NAIFA Quality Award in any
of the four practice specialties. If your practice spans
more than one specialty area, the unique bonus
multiplier credits allow you to build credit toward
your production qualifications by combining production across specialties. A demonstrated commitment
to professional education and association leadership
also earns you qualification credit.

The NAIFA Quality Award is a continuation of the former NAIFA Industry Awards. Previous recipients of the NAIFA Industry Awards carry over their years of achievement to the
NAIFA Quality Award. Previous recipients of NAIFA’s National Quality Award and National Sales Achievement Award will find the NAIFA Quality Award Life Insurance and Annuities
Qualification is comparable. Previous recipients of NAIFA’s National Multiline Sales Award will find the NAIFA Quality Award Multiline Sales Qualification is comparable.

2019 NAIFA QUALITY AWARD
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Life Insurance and Annuities Qualiﬁcation
SECTION I: Personal Information

Life Insurance and
Annuities Qualiﬁcation

TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY

NAIFA Member ID Number

Eligible Policies
All Life Insurance policies are eligible
with the exception of:

Name (Include all designations as they should appear on list of award winners)
Phone Number

Email Address

• Group and wholesale contracts
• Policy changes

SECTION II: Application Requirements

• Weekly premium insurance

❒ I am a NAIFA member

• No policy credit will be given for
automatic policy increases that do
not generate first-year commissions

❒ I work in the insurance business or other closely related ﬁnancial service industry
❒ I adhere to NAIFA’s Professional Code of Ethics

SECTION III: Qualiﬁcations
Eligibility for the NAIFA Quality Award in the Life Insurance and Annuities category is based on policy persistency. The persistency
requirements are based on a sliding scale depending upon the number of qualifying policies sold in 2017 and renewed in 2018.
❒ 25-39 policies sold must attain 95% persistency
❒ 40-69 policies sold must attain 90% persistency
❒ 70-99 policies sold must attain 85% persistency
❒ 100+ policies sold must attain 80% persistency
If the Total Qualiﬁcation Percentage (line H below) matches the minimum qualifying percentage for the number of policies sold
(above) and all requirements have been met, the NAIFA Quality Award has been achieved.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
A. Number of eligible policies paid for in 2017 .............................................................................................. _____________
B. Number of 2017 eligible policies on which any part of 2nd year premium was paid ..................................... _____________
C. Persistency percentage % (Divide line B by line A) .................................................................................... _____________

• Partial conversion of term policies
which result in two policies during
the same award year counts as two
policies.
• 100% conversion of term policies
which result in only one policy
counts as one policy.
Annuities may be counted as
individual policies in Life Insurance
and Annuities production, or annuities
may be counted as Assets Under
Management for the multiplier bonus.
However, annuities may not be
counted in both categories.

Apply Online
www.naifa.org/awards

(If you qualify using the criteria above, please move to Section IV-APPLICATION FEE.)

Mail

MULTIPLIER BONUSES
If needed, the persistency percentage can be increased based on Multiplier Bonus credits earned. Complete the section below to
determine your Multiplier Bonus and ﬁnal persistency percentage.
Assets Under Management Bonus

NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

Total of assets under management ............................................................................................. ______________

Email

Number of years in the industry .................................................................................................. ______________

Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

Years in industry

Assets Under Management

1-2 ................................................. not eligible for bonus
3-5 ................................................. $2 million or more
6-10 ............................................... $5 million or more
11-15 ............................................. $7.5 million or more
16-20 ............................................. $10 million or more
21+ ................................................ $12.5 million or more
If you meet the minimum assets under management level for the number of years you have been in the industry, enter 5% on
Line D below.
D. Assets Under Management Bonus ............................................................................................................ _____________

Deadlines
May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be a
NAIFA member in good standing
May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

Life Insurance and Annuities Qualiﬁcation

4

Life Insurance and
Annuities Qualiﬁcation
Eligible Policies
All Life Insurance policies are eligible
with the exception of:

Health Insurance Production Bonus
Produce at least 15 eligible policies in 2017 with 80% persistency for 2017 and earn a 5% bonus.
E-1. Number of eligible policies paid for in 2017 ......................................................................... _____________
E-2. Number of 2017 eligible policies on which any part of 2nd year premium was paid ................ _____________
E-3. Persistency percentage (divide line B by line A) .................................................................... _____________
Eligible policies: Individual Health Insurance; Disability Income; Long Term Care; Critical Illness.

• Group and wholesale contracts

If number of eligible policies is 15 or more and persistency is 80% or greater, add 5% to overall persistency percentage.
If Line E-1 is greater than or equal to 15 and Line E-3 is greater than or equal to 80%, enter 5% on Line E below.

• Policy changes

E. Health Insurance Production Bonus .......................................................................................................... _____________

• Weekly premium insurance

NAIFA Leadership Bonus

• No policy credit will be given for
automatic policy increases that do
not generate first-year commissions

Check off all for which you qualify:

• Partial conversion of term policies
which result in two policies during
the same award year counts as
two policies.
• 100% conversion of term policies
which result in only one policy
counts as one policy.
Annuities may be counted as
individual policies in Life Insurance
and Annuities production, or annuities
may be counted as Assets Under
Management for the multiplier bonus.
However, annuities may not be
counted in both categories.

Apply Online
www.naifa.org/awards

❒ LILI Graduate
❒ NAIFA Local Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.
❒ NAIFA State Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.
❒ NAIFA National President, President-Elect, Secretary, Treasurer, Immediate Past President or Trustee at any time during 2018.
If you have checked off any of the above, enter 5% on Line F below.
F. NAIFA Leadership Bonus.......................................................................................................................... _____________
Professional Education Bonus
Check off all of the following designations or degrees which you currently hold:
❒ LUTCF ❒ CLU

❒ AEP

❒ CASL

❒ CAP

❒ MSFS

If you have checked off any of the above, enter 5% on Line G below.
G. Professional Education Bonus .................................................................................................................. _____________
H. Add Lines C through G to determine your total qualiﬁcation percentage ...................................................... _____________

SECTION IV: Application Fee
Application Payment:

Mail

$40.00 application fee must accompany application in order to be processed.

NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

❒ Check payable to NAIFA enclosed
❒ Credit Card:

❒ MasterCard

❒ VISA

❒ AMEX

Name as shown on card: _____________________________________________________

Email
Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

Credit Card Number ___________________________________________ Exp. Date _________________________
I hereby attest that all the information presented is correct.

Deadlines
May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be
a NAIFA member in good standing

Applicant Signature
Please Note: NAIFA may verify qualiﬁcation information with your company. You do not need to have your company sign this form.

May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

Contributions to NAIFA are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.

Date Signed

2019 NAIFA QUALITY AWARD
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Financial Advising and Investments Qualiﬁcation
SECTION I: Personal Information
NAIFA Member ID Number

Financial Advising
and Investments
Qualiﬁcation

Name (Include all designations as they should appear on list of award winners)

Eligible Production

TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY

Phone Number

Email Address

SECTION II: Application Requirements
❒ I am a NAIFA member
❒ I work in the insurance business or other closely related ﬁnancial service industry
❒ I have provided a letter of Good Standing from a supervising principal or compliance department.
A sample letter is available at www.naifa.org/membership/awards/quality-award
❒ I adhere to NAIFA’s Professional Code of Ethics

SECTION III: Qualiﬁcations
Eligibility for the NAIFA Quality Award in the Financial Advising and Investments category is based on total assets under
management at the end of 2018. Qualifying totals for assets under management vary depending upon the number of years you
have been in the industry.
Years in industry

Assets Under Management

1-2 ................................................. not eligible for bonus
3 ..................................................... $3 million or more

In determining the amount of your
assets under management, include
the securities portfolios for which
you provide continuous and regular
supervisory or management services
including annuities, bank deposits
and mutual funds based on the
current market value of the assets as
determined within 90 days prior to
this application. Determine market
value using the same method you
used to report account values to
clients or to calculate fees for
investment advisory services.

Apply Online
www.naifa.org/awards

Mail
NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

4 ..................................................... $4 million or more
5 ..................................................... $5 million or more

Email

6-10 ............................................... $10 million or more

Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

11-15 ............................................. $15 million or more
16-20 ............................................. $20 million or more

Deadlines

21+ ................................................ $25 million or more

May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be
a NAIFA member in good standing

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

A. Number of years in the industry................................................................................................................ _____________
B. Total of assets under management........................................................................................................... _____________
If Assets Under Management Total (line B) matches or exceeds the minimum qualifying total for your total years in the industry
(line A) and all requirements have been met, the NAIFA Quality Award has been achieved.
(If you qualify using the criteria above, please move to Section IV-APPLICATION FEE.)
MULTIPLIER BONUSES
If needed, the assets under management (AUM) total can be increased based on Multiplier Bonus credits earned. Complete the
section below to determine your Multiplier Bonus and ﬁnal AUM.
Life and Health Production
Produce at least 25 eligible life and health policies in 2017 with 80% persistency for 2018 and multiply your assets under
management by 30%.
Eligible policies: Individual Health Insurance; Disability Income; Long Term Care; Critical Illness.
C-1. Number of eligible policies paid for in 2017 ...................................................................... _____________
C-2. Number of 2017 eligible policies on which any part of 2nd year premium was paid ............ _____________
C-3. Persistency percentage (divide line C-2 by line C-1) ......................................................... _____________
If Line C-1 is greater than or equal to 25 and Line C-3 is greater than or equal to 80%, enter 30% on Line C below.
C. Life and Health Production ....................................................................................................................... _____________

May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

Financial Advising and Investments Qualiﬁcation

6

Financial Advising
and Investments
Qualiﬁcation

NAIFA Leadership Bonus

Eligible Production

❒ NAIFA State Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.

In determining the amount of your
assets under management, include
the securities portfolios for which
you provide continuous and regular
supervisory or management services
including annuities, bank deposits
and mutual funds based on the
current market value of the assets as
determined within 90 days prior to
this application. Determine market
value using the same method you
used to report account values to
clients or to calculate fees for
investment advisory services.

❒ NAIFA National President, President-Elect, Secretary, Treasurer, Immediate Past President or Trustee at any time during 2018.

Apply Online

If the adjusted AUM Total (line G) matches or exceeds the minimum qualifying total for your total years in the industry (line A) and
all requirements have been met, the NAIFA Quality Award has been achieved.

www.naifa.org/awards

Mail
NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

Check off all for which you qualify:
❒ LILI Graduate
❒ NAIFA Local Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.

If you have checked off any of the above, enter 10% on Line D below.
D. NAIFA Leadership Bonus.......................................................................................................................... _____________
Professional Education Bonus
Check off all of the following designations or degrees which you currently hold:
❒ FSS

❒ CFP

❒ ChFC

❒ CASL

❒ MBA

❒ MSFS

If you have checked off any of the above, enter 10% on Line E below.
E. Professional Education Bonus .................................................................................................................. _____________
F. Add Lines C through E to determine your total bonus percentage ............................................................... _____________
G. Increase the total assets under management (line B) by the total bonus percentage (line F) to determine
your adjusted assets under management total .......................................................................................... _____________

SECTION IV: Application Fee
Application Payment:
$40.00 application fee must accompany application in order to be processed.
❒ Check payable to NAIFA enclosed

Email
Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

Deadlines

❒ Credit Card:

❒ MasterCard

❒ VISA

❒ AMEX

Name as shown on card: _____________________________________________________
Credit Card Number ___________________________________________ Exp. Date _________________________

May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be a
NAIFA member in good standing

I hereby attest that all the information presented is correct.

May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

Applicant Signature
Please Note: NAIFA may verify qualiﬁcation information with your company. You do not need to have your company sign this form.

Contributions to NAIFA are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.

Date Signed

2019 NAIFA QUALITY AWARD
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Health Insurance and Employee Beneﬁts Qualiﬁcation
SECTION I: Personal Information
NAIFA Member ID Number

Health Insurance
and Employee Beneﬁts
Qualiﬁcation

Name (Include all designations as they should appear on list of award winners)

Eligible Production

TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY

Phone Number

Individual Policies
• Individual Health Insurance

Email Address

• Disability Income

SECTION II: Application Requirements

• Long Term Care

❒ I am a NAIFA member
❒ I work in the insurance business or other closely related ﬁnancial service industry
❒ I adhere to NAIFA’s Professional Code of Ethics

• Critical Illness
• Medicare Supplements
• Cancer and Accident Policies
Group Policies
• Life

SECTION III: Qualiﬁcations
Eligibility for the NAIFA Quality Award in the Health and Employee Beneﬁts category is based on the total number of lives insured in
effect at the end of calendar year 2018.
Please complete the table below to determine your qualifying points. A total of 150 points is needed for qualiﬁcation for those in the
industry for more than three years. For those in the industry three years or less, a total of 100 points is needed for qualiﬁcation.

• Health

Individual Policies

# of Lives Insured

• Long Term Care

Health

Points

• Long Term Disability

Group Policies

# of Lives Insured

___________ u 1 = _________

Health

___________ u 1 = ________

Disability Income

___________ u 2 = _________

Long Term Care

___________ u 3 = ________

Long Term Care

___________ u 3 = _________

Short Term Disability

___________ u 1 = ________

Critical Illness

___________ u 2 = _________

Long Term Disability

___________ u 2 = ________

Medicare Supplements

___________ u 1 = _________

Critical Illness

___________ u 2 = ________

• Dental

Cancer

___________ u 1 = _________

Cancer

___________ u 1 = ________

• Vision

Accident

___________ u 1 = _________

Accident

___________ u 1 = ________

Dental

___________ u 1 = ________

Apply Online

Vision

___________ u 1 = ________

www.naifa.org/awards

Life

___________ u 1 = ________

Individual Points . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . = A.________

Points

• Short Term Disability

Group Points . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . = B.________

Total Points (Individual + Group Line A+B) =

C. _______

(If you qualify using the criteria above, please move to Section IV-APPLICATION FEE.)

• Critical Illness
• Cancer
• Accident

Mail
NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

MULTIPLIER BONUSES
If needed, your total points in line C above can be increased based on Multiplier Bonus credits earned. Complete the section below
to determine your Multiplier Bonus and ﬁnal persistency percentage.

Email

Assets Under Management Bonus

Deadlines

Total of assets under management ............................................................................................. ______________

May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be a
NAIFA member in good standing

Number of years in the industry .................................................................................................. ______________
Years in industry
Assets Under Management
1-2 ................................................. not eligible for bonus
3-5 ................................................. $2 million or more
6-10 ............................................... $5 million or more
11-15 ............................................. $7.5 million or more
16-20 ............................................. $10 million or more
21+ ................................................ $12.5 million or more
If you meet the minimum assets under management level for the number of years you have been in the industry, enter 10% on
Line D below.
D. Assets Under Management Bonus ............................................................................................................ _____________

Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

Health Insurance and Employee Beneﬁts Qualiﬁcation
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Health Insurance
and Employee Beneﬁts
Qualiﬁcation
Eligible Production

Life Insurance Production Bonus
Produce at least 15 eligible policies in 2017 with 80% persistency for 2017 and earn a 5% bonus (15 eligible policies cannot
include individual life policies counted toward eligible policies in initial count.)
E-1. Number of eligible policies paid for in 2017 ......................................................................... _____________
E-2. Number of 2017 eligible policies on which any part of 2nd year premium was paid ................ _____________
E-3. Persistency percentage (divide line E-2 by line E-1).............................................................. _____________

Individual Policies
• Individual Health Insurance

If Line E-1 is greater than or equal to 15 and Line E-3 is greater than or equal to 80%, enter 10% on Line E below.

• Disability Income

NAIFA Leadership Bonus

• Long Term Care

❒ LILI Graduate

• Critical Illness

❒ NAIFA Local Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.

• Medicare Supplements

❒ NAIFA State Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.

• Cancer and Accident Policies

❒ NAIFA National President, President-Elect, Secretary, Treasurer, Immediate Past President or Trustee at any time during 2018.

Group Policies
• Life

E. Life Insurance Production Bonus .............................................................................................................. _____________

If you have checked off any of the above, enter 10% on Line F below.
F. NAIFA Leadership Bonus.......................................................................................................................... _____________

• Health
• Short Term Disability
• Long Term Disability
• Long Term Care
• Critical Illness
• Cancer
• Accident
• Dental
• Vision

Apply Online
www.naifa.org/awards

Professional Education Bonus
Check off all of the following designations or degrees which you currently hold:
❒ LUTCF

❒ CLU

❒ RHU

❒ HIA

❒ DIA

❒ REBC

❒ CEBS

❒ LTCP

❒ DHP

❒ HIPAAA

❒ HIPAAP

❒ MHP

If you have checked off any of the above, enter 5% on Line G below.
G. Professional Education Bonus .................................................................................................................. _____________
H. Add Lines C through G to determine your total qualiﬁcation percentage ...................................................... _____________
I. Increase your total Health and Employee Beneﬁts points (line C) by the
bonus percentage from line G to determine your adjusted
Health and Employee Beneﬁts total........................................................................................................... _____________
If the total Qualifying points (line I) are more than the 150 then you qualify for the award. If you have been in the industry for 3
years or less and your points are more than 100 you qualify.

Mail
NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

Email
Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

SECTION IV: Application Fee
Application Payment:
$40.00 application fee must accompany application in order to be processed.
❒ Check payable to NAIFA enclosed
❒ Credit Card:

❒ MasterCard

❒ VISA

❒ AMEX

Deadlines

Name as shown on card: _____________________________________________________

May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be
a NAIFA member in good standing

Credit Card Number ___________________________________________ Exp. Date _________________________

May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

I hereby attest that all the information presented is correct.

Applicant Signature
Please Note: NAIFA may verify qualiﬁcation information with your company. You do not need to have your company sign this form.

Contributions to NAIFA are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.

Date Signed

2019 NAIFA QUALITY AWARD
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Multiline Qualiﬁcation
SECTION I: Personal Information

Multiline Qualiﬁcation

TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY

Eligible Production

NAIFA Member ID Number
Name (Include all designations as they should appear on list of award winners)
Phone Number

Email Address

New Life Policies Eligible
• All annual premium and flexible
premium life policies (includes term
conversion)
• Single premium life policies

SECTION II: Application Requirements
❒ I am a NAIFA member
❒ I work in the insurance business or other closely related ﬁnancial service industry
❒ I adhere to NAIFA’s Professional Code of Ethics

SECTION III: Qualiﬁcations
Eligibility for the NAIFA Quality Award in the Multiline category is based on your ability to write a large number of policies and cross
sell additional lines to new and/or existing clients. There are three categories: new life policies, new property & casualty policies,
and additional cross-sold policies.
New Life Policies
Eligible policies for Lines A-1 and B-1:
• All annual premium and ﬂexible premium life policies (includes term conversion)
• Single premium life policies
• Renewable term policies
• Payroll deduction and salary savings (individual life policies)
NOTE: YOU MUST COMPLETE LINES E-H TO GET FIGURES FOR LINES A-2, B-2, C-2, AND D-2:

A-1. New Life applications for 2018 ........................................................................................ _____________
A-2. Multiplier Bonus from line H ............................................................................................ _____________
Multiply Line A-1 by Line A-2 and enter the result on Line A
A. Modiﬁed New Life applications Total ......................................................................................................... _____________
B-1. New Life premiums in 2018 ........................................................................................... ______________
B-2. Multiplier Bonus from Line H .......................................................................................... ______________
Multiply Line B-1 by Line B-2 and enter the result on Line B
B. Modiﬁed New Life premiums Total............................................................................................................ _____________
If Line A is 40 or greater, please continue to Line C-1. If Line A is 15 or greater and Line B is $20,000 or greater, please continue
to Line C-1. If neither condition applies, you do not qualify for the award.
New Property and Casualty Policies
Eligible policies for Lines C-1:
• Fire and allied lines (includes personal and commercial)
• Casualty insurance (includes personal and commercial auto insurance)
C-1. New Property and Casualty policies in 2018 .................................................................... ______________

• Renewable term policies
• Payroll deduction and salary
savings (individual life policies)
New Property and Casualty
Policies Eligible
• Fire and allied lines (includes
personal and commercial)
• Casualty insurance (includes
personal and commercial auto
insurance)
Additional Cross-Sold Policies
Eligible
• All policies listed as eligible in New
Property and Casualty Policies
above
• Individual policy pension plans and
deposit administrated pension plans
• Annuities, annual, flexible and
single premium policies
• Individual disability income policies
(guaranteed renewable and/or noncancelable)
• Individual health insurance policies
(major medical and long term care)

Apply Online
www.naifa.org/awards

Mail
NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

Email
Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

C-2. Multiplier Bonus from Line H .......................................................................................... ______________
Multiply Line C-1 by Line C-2 and enter the result on Line C

Deadlines

C. Modiﬁed New Property and Casualty Policies Total .................................................................................... _____________

May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be a
NAIFA member in good standing

If Line C is 250 or more, please go to Line D-1. If not, you do not qualify for the award.
Additional Cross-Sold Policies
Eligible policies for Lines D-1:
• All policies listed as eligible in qualiﬁcation on Line C-1 above
• Individual policy pension plans and deposit administrated pension plans
• Annuities, annual, ﬂexible and single premium policies
• Individual disability income policies (guaranteed renewable and/or non-cancelable)
• Individual health insurance policies (major medical and long term care)

May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

Multiline Qualiﬁcation
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Multiline Qualiﬁcation
Eligible Production
New Life Policies Eligible
• All annual premium and flexible
premium life policies (includes term
conversion)
• Single premium life policies
• Renewable term policies
• Payroll deduction and salary
savings (individual life policies)
New Property and Casualty
Policies Eligible
• Fire and allied lines (includes
personal and commercial)
• Casualty insurance (includes
personal and commercial auto
insurance)
Additional Cross-Sold Policies
Eligible
• All policies listed as eligible in
New Property and Casualty
Policies above
• Individual policy pension plans and
deposit administrated pension plans
• Annuities, annual, flexible and
single premium policies
• Individual disability income policies
(guaranteed renewable and/or noncancelable)

D-1. Additional policies cross-sold in 2018 of an additional line for new and/or existing clients. (not an increase over the 250
applications necessary for qualiﬁcation on Line C above)....................................................... _____________
D-2. Total Multiplier Bonus from Line H ....................................................................................... _____________
Multiply Line D-1 by Line D-2 and enter the result on Line D
D. Modiﬁed Additional Cross-Sold Policies Total ............................................................................................ _____________
If Line D is 100 or greater (and you have met the criteria in sections A-C above) and if all requirements have been met,
the NAIFA Quality Award has been achieved.
(If you qualify using the criteria above, please move to Section IV-APPLICATION FEE.)
MULTIPLIER BONUSES Please complete the following:
Assets Under Management Bonus
Total of assets under management ................................................................................................. _____________
Number of years in the industry ...................................................................................................... _____________
Years in industry
Assets Under Management
1-2 ................................................. not eligible
3-5 ................................................. $1 million or more
6-10 ............................................... $2.5 million or more
11-15 ............................................. $3.75 million or more
16-20 ............................................. $5 million or more
21+ ................................................ $6.25 million or more
If you meet the minimum assets under management level for the number of years you have been in the industry, enter 0.1 on Line E.
E. Assets Under Management Bonus ............................................................................................................ _____________
NAIFA Leadership Bonus (Check off all for which you qualify)
❒ LILI Graduate
❒ NAIFA Local Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.
❒ NAIFA State Association Ofﬁcer, Board Member of National Committeeperson at any time during 2018.
❒ NAIFA National President, President-Elect, Secretary, Treasurer, Immediate Past President or Trustee at any time during 2018.
If you have checked off any of the above, enter 0.1 on Line F below.
F. NAIFA Leadership Bonus.......................................................................................................................... _____________
Professional Education Bonus (Check off all of the following designations or degrees which you currently hold)

• Individual health insurance policies
(major medical and long term care)

❒ LUTCF

Apply Online

G. Professional Education Bonus .................................................................................................................. _____________

www.naifa.org/awards

Total Multiplier Bonus
H-1. Add lines E-G..................................................................................................................... _____________

Mail

H. Add line H-1 to 1.0 to determine your total multiplier bonus.
(enter this number on lines A-2, B-2, C-2 and D-2 above) ....................................................................... _____________

NAIFA Quality Award
P. O. Box 75007
Baltimore, MD 21275

❒ ChFC

❒ CLU

❒ CPCU

❒ CIC

If you have checked off any of the above, enter 0.1 on Line G.

SECTION IV: Application Fee
Email

Application Payment:

Email to: bbernat@naifa.org

$40.00 application fee must accompany application in order to be processed.

Deadlines
May 31, 2019 – Applicant must be a
NAIFA member in good standing
May 31, 2019 – Application
postmarked to NAIFA with $40
application fee

❒ Check payable to NAIFA enclosed
❒ Credit Card:

❒ MasterCard

❒ VISA

❒ AMEX

Name as shown on card: _____________________________________________________
Credit Card Number ___________________________________________ Exp. Date _________________________
I hereby attest that all the information presented is correct.

Applicant Signature
Please Note: NAIFA may verify qualiﬁcation information with your company. You do not need to have your company sign this form.

Contributions to NAIFA are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.

Date Signed

2019 NAIFA QUALITY AWARD
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q

Why has NAIFA developed the NAIFA Quality
Award?

A

First and foremost, the NAIFA Quality Award was developed to
provide an opportunity for ALL NAIFA members to be recognized
for excellence. The former Industry Awards included little or no
opportunity for NAIFA members focused on financial advising and
investments or health and employee benefits to achieve the award.
The NAIFA Quality Award provides achievement criteria for every
practice specialty: Life & Annuities; Health & Employee Benefits;
Multiline Sales and Financial Advising & Investments.
Additionally, the NAIFA Quality Award production criteria allow
applicants to earn points towards recognition in multiple practice
specialties. This ensures the NAIFA Quality Award represents the
many varied practices of NAIFA members.

Q

How do these awards compare to the previous
NAIFA Industry Awards?

A

The NAIFA Quality Award Life & Annuities Specialty criteria and
the NAIFA Quality Award Multiline Specialty criteria are very
similar to the former NAIFA Industry Awards. The NAIFA Quality
Award also provides an opportunity for NAIFA members with
practices focused on health and employee benefits, financial
advising and investments or a combination of specialties to
qualify for the award. Previous recipients of the National Quality
Award are likely to find you qualify for the NAIFA Quality Award
Life & Annuities Specialty. National Sales Achievement Award
recipients are likely to find you qualify for the NAIFA Quality Award
Life & Annuities Specialty as well. National Multiline Sales Award
recipients will find you now qualify for the NAIFA Quality Award
Multiline Specialty.

Q

Is the NAIFA Quality Award an award
for high levels of production?

A

No. While achieving substantial and measurable performance in
production is a contributing criterion in achieving the NAIFA Quality
Award, it is by no means the only measure of an advisor. The
NAIFA Quality Award also recognizes an advisor’s commitment
to professionalism through education and earned designations; a
commitment to quality service as exhibited through persistency
and letters of recommendation, a dedication to your industry and
your association through NAIFA volunteer leadership and stated
commitment to NAIFA’s Code of Ethics. The NAIFA Quality Award
is not just about production. It is a mark of overall excellence an
advisor can proudly share with colleagues and clients.

Q

I am a new advisor. Will I be able to achieve the
NAIFA Quality Award?

A

Certainly any advisor will need some track record of achievement
before they can qualify for the NAIFA Quality Award, but the criteria
for the award have been carefully crafted to allow adjustment
based on the length of time an advisor has been in the business.
The goal is to ensure the award is a meaningful representation of
quality for an advisor at any career stage.

Q

My company has always handled my application
for NAIFA Industry Awards. Will they continue to
submit my application for the new NAIFA Quality
Award?

A

Many companies will work with NAIFA to confirm their advisors
meet the award criteria, others will contact their advisors to alert
them to their award eligibility and other companies will even pay
the award application fee for their advisors who qualify for an
award. In developing the NAIFA Quality Award, NAIFA worked
closely with companies in each of the practice specialties to create
an award that will be meaningful to companies as well as individual
advisors. The expectation is that companies already committed
to NAIFA Awards will continue with the NAIFA Quality Award. The
hope is the appeal of the NAIFA Quality Award to advisors from
every practice specialty will provide opportunities for even more
companies to become involved in the award program.

Q

What is the value to me of receiving
the NAIFA Quality Award?

A

Our companies and our industry have many awards available to
us as insurance and financial advisors. The unique value of the
NAIFA Quality Award is that the award distinguishes advisors
who have demonstrated a dedication to quality service to clients,
education and development, solid production, voluntary service to
the industry and adherence to ethical conduct. This combination
makes the NAIFA Quality Award a mark of excellence that even
the most humble advisor should share with his/her clients. And,
when the award is shared with clients, the NAIFA Quality Award
and the NAIFA name will become synonymous with excellence in
the industry. When NAIFA is recognized as the mark of quality in
an advisor, it is good for the advisor, it is good for your association
and it is good for consumers.

The NAIFA Quality Award offers award
qualification options for all NAIFA
members from every practice specialty:
• Life Insurance and Annuities
• Financial Advising and Investments
• Health and Employee Benefits
• Multiline
Combinations of Multiple Specialties
Demonstrate your commitment to
excellence and share the mark of
distinction… The NAIFA Quality Award…
with your colleagues and your clients.

Apply Today!
National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors
2901 Telestar Court • Falls Church, VA 22042-1205
703-770-8100 • www.NAIFA.org

managing your practice | recruiting
Recruiting and Retaining Female Advisors
Here is how to get more women into the financial-services industry and empower them to become the
next wave of visible and effective leaders.

©ISTOCK.COM/JACOBLUND

By Katherine Mauzy

P

rospective clients looking for financial advice do not necessarily want advisors who look like them. They are,
however, looking for advisors with diverse perspectives who can understand their unique needs.
With that in mind, many organizations are seeking to diversify their ranks by adding more female
financial advisors. With women accounting for just 19 percent of all advisors, the need is obvious.
Why does it matter? First, it’s a lost business opportunity. Nearly 60 percent of the wealth in the United States
is held by women, many of whom have not consulted with an advisor. By 2061, there will be an unsurpassed
wealth transfer of more than $59 trillion, according to Boston College’s Center on Wealth and Philanthropy, and
women will inherit 70 percent of estates.
Second, with technology now both more widespread and useful, advisors can better offer the personalized
planning today’s clients demand, making it even more important that clients connect with advisors with whom
they feel comfortable. The more precise and personalized the approach, the more need there is for a broad range
of advisors.
Recruiting and retaining women
As organizations look to diversify their ranks, they may want to consider the following three strategies for
recruiting and retaining women: rethink recruitment; offer internal networking, coaching and mentoring; and
elevate women to leadership positions.

One great way to build a more diverse workforce is to expand the
pool of candidates. That means looking at people who are changing
careers or reentering the workforce.
Rethink recruitment. One great way to build a more diverse workforce is to expand the pool of candidates.
That means looking at people who are changing careers or reentering the workforce.

Many professionals, such as teachers, attorneys, psychologists and real-estate agents, have transferable skills.
Further, they often have deep experience in meeting people where they are — and helping them advance to where
they want to be.
There are also plenty of qualified candidates at wirehouses or regional firms looking for a new challenge.
In addition, helping to educate recent college graduates and those with a few years of experience about the
opportunities available can help pique their interest and draw them into the profession.
These recruiting strategies are much more effective if they include accomplished women advisors. Showcasing
women at recruiting and networking events helps candidates visualize their future success.
Finally, many people are looking for meaning in their work and to make a difference. Be sure to highlight that
helping people plan for, and reach their most cherished financial and life goals is truly meaningful.
Offer internal networking, coaching and mentoring. Most advisors say providing strong internal support is
key to their success. 80 percent of female advisors said ongoing training and coaching is the most important
thing their firm can provide, according to the Edward Jones survey. More than four out of 10 (43 percent) say the
biggest piece of advice they’d give women seeking success in financial services is to find a mentor or coach who
can help them advance in their career.
These findings align with those of a McKinsey study that identified the three reasons women choose to remain
at their current level or leave an organization: lack of role models, exclusion from informal networks and not
having a sponsor in upper management to create opportunities.
Elevate Women to Leadership Positions. Women advisors agree that promoting qualified women to executive
leadership positions is critical to attract and retain female talent. When asked what the most important things
their firm provided to help them grow their practice, 45 percent of women advisors surveyed said leadership
opportunities. That was followed closely, at 42 percent, by support designed for women financial advisors.
Whether it’s creative recruiting or promoting women to leadership roles, future-focused firms understand that
clients and prospects are seeking diverse perspectives and looking for advisors with whom they can connect. With
a massive wealth shift under way and more opportunities for a client-centric and data-driven approach, women
advisors can become the next wave of visible and effective leaders. The challenge is to get more of them into the
profession and atop the industry.
Katherine Mauzy is Principal of Financial Advisor Talent Acquisition at Edward Jones.

managing your practice | closing sales
The Magic of B.A.M.F.A.M.
Book a meeting from a meeting and watch your sales numbers grow.

RAWPIXEL.COM/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

By John Pojeta

T

he motto “B.A.M.F.A.M.” has become ubiquitous in our office because one of our team members, Alisha, has
used it religiously for years. This catchy acronym stands for “book a meeting from a meeting.”
In other words, if you are in a sales appointment, you should almost always ask for the next meeting while
you are still in that meeting. Waiting until after the meeting ends often devolves into a game of email and phone
tag, an extended back-and-forth exchange of dates and times mixed with delays in responses on both sides, which
push the possible sale farther and farther into the future.
If you insist on the B.A.M.F.A.M. philosophy, you can cover that ground quickly during the meeting itself and
have the next step of your sales process in play before you hang up the phone or leave the prospect’s office. We
push this idea so much that our salespeople and many of our clients have started to write “BAMFAM” on their
meeting notes to remind themselves to ask for the next appointment.
We emphasize this idea because based on our experience with our advisor clients and on our multi-industry
sales experience, we estimate that salespeople ask for the next meeting less than 50 percent of the time. Our most
dire estimates come in at 25 percent.

When you ask for the next appointment, good things happen.
You should be asking for the next meeting in 90 percent of your appointments, with the remaining 10 percent
being unique sales circumstances or the odd prospect who you simply don’t want to do business with (you know
what kind of prospect I mean).
Why people don’t BAMFAM
When you ask for the next appointment, good things happen, and most salespeople already recognize that. Why,
then, do we avoid asking for the next meeting? Here are the top four reasons salespeople do not B.A.M.F.A.M.:
1. They feel as if the sales meeting went poorly and are embarrassed to ask to continue the conversation.
Sometimes this is true. The meeting did not go well, but often, the prospect does not share the same feeling as the
salesperson; so, he should ask regardless.

2. They fear rejection. Asking for the second meeting can mean opening the door to the no. As frustrating as
chasing a prospect after a meeting can be, it is not as final as the prospect declining directly to meet with you
again. While it is true that rejection can be painful, an early no can save you a great deal of time, which can be
reinvested in prospects who might say yes.
3. They are tired. A long sales meeting is draining, and your best practices might start to slip as you near the close
of the conversation. Finishing strong is important in sales; so, if you find yourself falling into the tired trap, wake
up and B.A.M.F.A.M.
4. Their ego gets the best of them. Just as we use poor performance as an excuse to not ask for the next meeting,
we can use a great meeting as an excuse as well. When it appears as if the conversation went really well, we can
begin to assume that the prospect will come to ask us because we are just that good. Even when everything goes
perfectly, you need the next meeting to close the sale; so, ask for it.
As corny as it might sound to turn something like B.A.M.F.A.M. into a verb, the corniness can help you to
remember to do it. Say it to your team members. Write it on post-it notes. Put it on your meeting agenda before
you start a sale. When you continue to reinforce the idea and bring your B.A.M.F.A.M. percentage up from 25 to
90 percent, you will see your sales numbers climb.
Make B.A.M.F.A.M. a part of your sales process and culture today!
John Pojeta is vice president of business development at The PT Services Group. He researches new types of business and manages
and initiates strategic, corporate-level relationships to expand exposure for The PT Services Group. Pojeta joined The PT Services
Group in 2011. Before that, he owned and operated an Ameriprise Financial Services franchise for 16 years.

managing your practice | marketing
How I Use Social Media in My Practice
This advisor’s use of social media will enhance your online-marketing strategy.

©ISTOCK.COM/METAMORWORKS

By Brenton D. Harrison

s digital trends evolve, and our prospects become younger and younger, it’s important to stay up-to-date with
the way that consumers make decisions. The internet is where most people go to research before deciding to
buy, even if their purchase takes place offline. In fact, a recent study found that 82 percent of smartphone
users consult their phones before making an in-person purchase, and 45 percent read customer reviews as well.1
All of this begs the question: If consumers almost exclusively use the internet to judge the value of a business,
how long can you wait to establish an internet and social media presence for your practice before the world passes
you by?
But here’s the problem: How much time do you spend establishing your social media presence, and how do you
make sure you stay compliant while doing so?
I’ll tell you how I use one document, reviewed and approved by my compliance department, to stay active on
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
Using social media in my practice
When I have an idea for an article or video I’d like to post, I write a script for the subject and submit it to my
compliance department. Once approved, I use it in the following ways:
• Blogging: On my personal website, I post articles on basic financial literacy, such as home buying, insurance and
even on how to find your risk tolerance. I don’t consider myself a blogger, nor do I post content with incredible
frequency. But different people prefer to consume content in different ways, and starting with a blog post allows
me to reach prospects who prefer to read their financial advice and serves as a template for my other social media
platforms.
• Facebook, Twitter and YouTube: After the blog post has been uploaded to my website, I make minor edits so
that the same blog post can be used as a script for a video, which I post on YouTube, Facebook and Twitter. On
my Facebook and Twitter pages, I also share my blog posts and other interesting tidbits to stay engaged with my
followers.
• Free downloads: Many topics I cover can be summarized in a few key points. For example, a video explaining the
home-buying process might be easily broken down into five key points that people can digest. My goal is to take
those key points and create a PDF or a poster that people can download. But since I’m no graphic designer, once

I’ve found those key points, I submit it to a website where different freelancers can bid on designing the project.
Once they’ve sent me the finished product, I post them on my website and social media and require people to
submit their email addresses before downloading.

Targeted e-mails are the most effective part of my online marketing.
• Targeted e-mails: Speaking of emails, targeted emails are the most effective part of my online marketing. Sending
emails specifically written for my target market — millennial physicians and dentists — is the only time I ditch the
general advice and get extremely detailed with my subject matter. Over the years, I’ve accumulated an email list
of physicians and dentists, which I’ve organized not just by age but also by the school from which they graduated.
As many of them have mountainous levels of student loan debt, a big element of these communications centers on
advanced repayment strategies. I also cover subjects like making the most of employee benefits as a high income
earner, or even ways that personal insurance takes into consideration their medical specialty.
A robust social-media presence can help showcase your expertise, expose you to new marketplaces and can
even allow you to stay engaged with the clients and prospects who are already in your circle. And it doesn’t have
to take a ton of time!
I encourage you to develop a social media strategy that fits not only your brand but also your workflow. With
proper planning, staying active online can help enhance the practice you’ve worked so hard to build offline.
Brenton D. Harrison is a financial advisor with Henderson Financial Group, Inc. in Brentwood, Tennessee. Contact him at
615-386-9141.

References
1

https://www.bazaarvoice.com/resources/the-robo-economy-infographic/

managing your practice | productivity
10 Ways to Conquer Procrastination Now
Take the steps outlined in this article today and your procrastination problem might be gone tomorrow.

NTKRIS/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

By Bob Arzt

“I

’ll get to it later.” We’ve all said something like this from time to time. The problem is that the more we say it,
the worse it makes us feel. But more than that, if you don’t get your procrastination under control, it will limit
your success, curb your potential and be the cause of missed opportunities, stress and even feelings of guilt.
Simply stated, procrastination is putting off doing something until a later date. As Edward Young said,
“procrastination is the thief of time.” Contrary to what you might think, procrastination is usually not related to
time management.
So, what is procrastination? Perhaps you have heard others (or even yourself) use some of these sentences:
• “I need to get organized before I tackle that project.”
• “I need to wait until my prospect gets to work and has time to settle in before I call.”
• “I’ll need to set aside a large block of time before I can start that project.”
People who procrastinate subconsciously look for distractions, such as checking their email messages, doing
paperwork, work on proposals or spend time on nonproductive activities.
So what are the reasons for procrastination? Most of the literature about procrastination states that fear of
failure is the most likely cause of procrastination. Other reasons include:
• The task seems difficult to do.
• It will take too long to complete.
• I don’t know how to do it.
• It’s got to be perfect.

Overcoming procrastination
To address your procrastination issues, you must recognize that you have the freedom to choose to do what you
want to do. While some tasks are more pleasant than others, the choice and the consequences of doing them or
not are yours.

If you don’t control your procrastination, it will limit your success and
be the cause of missed opportunities.

Here are some suggestions that have worked for people I’ve coached in overcoming procrastination:
1. Have realistic expectations of yourself and the task at hand. Don’t under- or overestimate how much time a
task will take. When in doubt, allow more time, not less. Start by blocking out a specific amount of time that you
will work on the task or project.
2. Don’t worry about “finishing it” right now. Instead, focus on “starting it.”
3. Do the hard or difficult tasks first. Get them out of the way early. You’ll feel great checking them off your
list as completed.
4. Break the task down into a series of smaller tasks or steps. It’s a cinch by the inch and hard by the yard. By
taking a step at a time, you’ll be making progress. Also, track your progress. Each step you mark off as completed
will give you a sense of satisfaction and the encouragement you need to continue. In addition, remember that it’s
OK to devote as little as 5 to 15 minutes at a time to the task or project at hand.
5. Reward yourself for putting in the incremental time. Even just a pat on the back is enough.
6. Delegate tasks wherever possible. Only do those tasks that only you can do; then, delegate the rest.
7. Ask a trusted friend or associate to help keep you on track by checking your progress. Being accountable to
someone else goes a long way in helping to get things done.
8. Maintain balance in your life. Remember to work, play and have fun. By only focusing on the problem, you
will make it worse.
9. Take the time to recharge. Figure out what works best for you and just do it. It will help you regain muchneeded perspective and renewed energy.
10. Embrace the suggestion, “Do it Now.” To make great strides in conquering your procrastination problem,
you have to adopt a sense of urgency. The more tasks that are put off until tomorrow, the less chance you have of
completing them.
I hope you will be able to apply some of these strategies to reduce or even eliminate your tendency to
procrastinate. Realize that procrastination is caused by some form of pain or unpleasantness that is associated
with the task at hand. Turn that pain into pleasure by rewarding yourself for beginning the task and celebrate
your progress along the way.
Good luck on your journey to success!
Robert Arzt is President and Founder of Polaris One and Insurance Coach U. Arzt offers a free 45-minute coaching session.
Contact him at 510-671-6226 or at bob@insurancecoachu.com.

financial planning I human touch
Consumers Still Prefer Human Advisors!
Only 5 percent believe financial planning should be managed entirely by technology-based tools.
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By Ayo Mseka

study, commissioned by MDRT, examines what consumers think of technology in financial services, clients’
perspectives on robo advisors, and the technology they expect their advisors to incorporate.
Whether they use a financial advisor or not, about the same percentage of Americans in each group agrees
it is important for advisors to be both technologically savvy (95 percent each) and to use updated technology-based
tools in their practices (96 percent who have an advisor and 95 percent who don’t have an advisor).
The majority of Americans (88 percent) say technology should complement, not replace, the services of a human
financial advisor, with 85 percent stating they prefer working with a human financial advisor than a robo advisor.
Only 5 percent of Americans believe financial planning should be managed entirely by technology-based tools,
and 36 percent strongly disagree that robo advisors could completely replace the role of human financial advisors
in financial planning.
The study found that while 83 percent would trust a human financial advisor to effectively manage their
financial plan, only 36 percent would trust that job to a robo advisor.
The human advantage
The top benefit Americans cite for preferring to work with a human financial advisor is the opportunity to build a
trusting relationship (65 percent), followed closely by the high level of human interaction (58 percent) and ease of
communication (52 percent).

The top benefit for preferring to work with a human advisor is the
opportunity to build a trusting relationship.
The main concerns of working with a human financial advisor are cost (47 percent), response time (32 percent)
and accuracy of assessments (31 percent).
The top benefit of working with a robo advisor over a human advisor, according to Americans, is minimized
risk of human error (49 percent). The main concerns are lack of two-way conversational communication (58
percent), minimal human interaction (48 percent) and breach of data, including personal (46 percent) and
financial (44 percent).

Technology as a tool
Among Americans who currently work with an advisor, 94 percent say it’s important that advisors use software
to model financial outcomes; 80 percent believe cloud storage is a necessity for advisors to use to manage their
business, while 72 percent want an internet platform for scheduling appointments.
However, only 48 percent of Americans with a human financial advisor state that their advisor uses software to
model financial outcomes, 32 percent say their advisor uses an internet platform for appointment scheduling and
only 28 percent indicate their advisor uses cloud technology.
About a third of Americans (31 percent) have concerns that human advisors might not be accurate in their
financial predictions and nearly half (49 percent) list minimized risk of human error as a benefit of working with
a robo advisor versus a human advisor.
Advisors who use software to model financial outcomes can mitigate this concern. Thirty-two percent of
Americans list not receiving a quick response as a concern of working with human financial advisors. Advisors
who implement an internet platform for scheduling appointments can sate this worry while providing their clients
with ease of communication.
A new opportunity for advisors
When it comes to hiring a financial professional or using technology, millennials (age 18-34) are split. About half
(52 percent) would trust a robo advisor to effectively manage their financial plans, while the remaining 48 percent
would not. Millennials are also twice as likely as some of their older counterparts (ages 45+) to agree that robo
advisors could completely replace the role of human advisors in financial planning (38 percent vs. 17 percent).
“Understanding what millennials value allows us to grow and streamline our services to appeal to the next
generation of clients,” added Russ Vanderwolf, CFP, MDRT President. “Advisors who can cater to millennials’
technology-based needs while also highlighting the benefits of working with a human advisor will have a winning
edge.”
Of those millennials who do use a human financial advisor, the majority prefer that their advisor use various
technology-based tools to manage their business. An internet platform for scheduling appointments is important
to 84 percent of millennials with an advisor, and 78 percent state a platform to host virtual meetings is a priority.
This survey was conducted online within the United States by The Harris Poll on behalf of MDRT from
November 1-5, 2018, among 2,008 U.S. adults ages 18 and older, among whom 771 currently work with a human
financial advisor.

Help your families plan and
pay for college by partnering
with NAIFA and Sallie Mae®
Families can stay on track with this stress-free
guide to applying for college

Jenna
Aspiring dental hygienist

Junior year

Senior year

September

August

February

Have the “college” talk
Where does the student want to go?
What major?

Start college essays

Keep an eye out for college
acceptance letters

October

September

March

Time to take the PSAT

Secure letters of recommendation

Watch for ﬁnancial aid award letters

November

October

April

Consider how to pay for college
Scholarships? Financial aid? Student loans?
A combo? Families can start looking into
their options.

Time to submit the FAFSA

It’s decision time

December

November

May

Time to take the ACT/SAT

Stay on top of deadlines

Make a budget
Students should talk with their parents to
ﬁgure out how much they expect to earn
and pay while at school.

March

January

Summer

Make a list
Once the student has a list of possible schools,
they can start planning visits.

Apps are due
January 1 is the universal deadline for most
school’s applications.

Final to-do items
Students can attend orientation, make sure
their tuition bill is paid, and check if their bank
has branches or ATMs near their college.

For more college planning tips for your families, visit NAIFA.org/collegeplanning
To discuss partnering with Sallie Mae, contact Chad J. Pisorchik, Director,
Strategic Partnership Acquisition at chad.pisorchik@salliemae.com.
Borrow responsibility
We encourage students and families to start with savings, grants, scholarships, and federal student loans to pay for college. Students and families should evaluate all anticipated monthly loan payments, and how much the student
expects to earn in the future, before considering a private student loan.
SALLIE MAE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY OR DISCONTINUE PRODUCTS, SERVICES, AND BENEFITS AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.
© 2019 Sallie Mae Bank. All rights reserved. Sallie Mae, the Sallie Mae logo, and other Sallie Mae names and logos are service marks or registered service marks of Sallie Mae Bank. All other names and logos used are the trademarks or
service marks of their respective owners. SLM Corporation and its subsidiaries, including Sallie Mae Bank, are not sponsored by or agencies of the United States of America. MKT14125c 0219
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How to Sell More
Life Insurance
We asked some of the best minds in the industry how to sell more life insurance.
Here is what they told us.
By Alison Salka, Scott Brennan, Br yce Sanders and R ahim Rajpar

The magic of life insurance is that no other industry can create so much with so little. For pennies on the dollar
and with a piece of paper, a drop of ink and a promise to pay, millions of families are allowed to stay in their own
world after the death of a major breadwinner.
But over the years, it has become more difficult to persuade prospects to benefit from this venerable product
mainly because of increased competition from other financial products and changes in the way clients are
acquired and retained.
This does not mean that people are not buying life insurance. In fact, this year, LIMRA is expecting U.S.
individual life insurance sales to increase 4 percent to $15 billion. This growth will be driven primarily by gains
in disposable income and bond rates, coupled with a low unemployment rate.
So, what do you have to do to sell more life insurance in today’s market? The following ideas may be just what
you need to jumpstart your life insurance sales.

From Alison Salka
Today’s market is constantly changing with new technology, methods of communication and rapidly evolving
marketing tactics.
According to LIMRA research, 40 million Americans are looking for a financial professional, but agents and
advisors need to adopt new technologies and adapt their approaches to successfully engage prospective clients.
LIMRA research has identified three trends that could help financial professionals sell more life insurance in
today’s marketplace:
Build relationships. While this may seem like common knowledge to anyone who sells a product, a recent
LIMRA EY study confirmed that building a relationship is critical to success. The study revealed that experienced
advisors devote as much as 20 percent of their time to building new relationships. In some practice models,
developing relationships can take over 40 percent of an advisor’s time. This step is particularly important when
trying to connect with new clients from younger generations as they identify these consumers’ financial needs and
goals.

Agents must present a savvy internet presence, build solid
relationships with clients to understand their financial needs and
goals, and demonstrate how life insurance can fulfill some of those
financial goals.
Keep online profiles up-to-date. When advisors target new or younger clients, it is essential that they keep
their online profiles up-to-date. Why? Our research shows 87 percent of consumers say they use the internet to
research life insurance and 40 percent of consumers say they are likely to check an agent’s social media presence.
If you break that down to just millennials, 57 percent say they are likely to check an advisor’s presence on these
platforms. These tools are not just made for recommendations or to gather information; they are also a new form
of communication with clients. One in five consumers says that they are likely to communicate with agents using
these platforms; that includes nearly four in ten millennials.
Use a personal touch. While resources online may be critical in the process of gathering information and
communicating with advisors, a personal touch is still needed when buying life insurance. According to LIMRA
data, 7 in 10 people say that meeting with an agent or advisor before buying life insurance is important to them.
Millennials, believe it or not, lead the charge in this category: 73 percent of this age group said that this was
important to them.
While online resources are clearly important to consumers for gathering data, most people still want personal
contact with an advisor. Agents and advisors must present a savvy internet presence, take time to build solid
relationships with their clients to understand their financial needs and goals, and demonstrate how life insurance
can fulfill some of those financial goals. Our research suggests these three steps will lead to more consumers
making the decision to buy life insurance.

Alison Salka oversees a team of more than 85 researchers and other staff professionals in LIMRA’s research division. She is also a
managing director of the LIMRA LOMA Secure Retirement Institute.

From D. Scott Brennan
Find Your Footing in Sales for Life
Selling life insurance is more difficult today than ever. People generally have less time and are less interested in
face-to-face conversations, making it harder to generate new business. But financial advising isn’t just a standard
brick-and-mortar business model; it’s also a lifestyle that can be continually fine-tuned for more success.
Even in today’s volatile world, examining and adjusting your own sales tactics — who you sell to and how —
can set your clients up for financial success while generating a steady stream of sales for your business. Here are a
few ideas to get you started:

Prospect up. It can be intimidating, but fighting above your weight class and prospecting up is an exciting
challenge and an ideal learning opportunity. You should always be able to clearly articulate your ideal client. So,
identify the type of client you want to work with before you start prospecting. Play detective and actively look
for those clients who fit your ideal client persona. Keep your ear to the ground and make note of new companies
coming to your area. Find out who owns the company and do what you can to get in front of them. It’s helpful to
call offices before 8 a.m. or after 5:30 p.m., when you’ll be more likely to evade gate-keepers and reach the owner
or CEO directly.
When talking to a potential new prospect, see if you have connections in common, such as a lawyer or a CPA
with whom you both work. If your prospect finds those people dependable, you can establish a position of mutual
trustworthiness. You’ll also demonstrate the fact that you’re connected to a wider community and that you care
about that community as a whole.

Character is one of the most important tools anyone selling life
insurance can have.
Even when prospecting up, I found that Al Granum’s 10-3-1 rule holds true: Ten prospects will give you three
leads and those three leads will give you one client. To help turn a hesitant lead into a client, try sending them an
umbrella. Attach a note pointing out that like an umbrella, they have to get life insurance when they don’t want it
so they have it when they need it. This makes them laugh and leaves a memorable impression.
Keep it simple. When somebody buys life insurance, it’s not just a transaction — it’s also an exchange of
emotion and an act of love. The main reason your clients need life insurance is to protect their family. Their
spouse and children are used to a certain standard of living, and they should be able to keep that lifestyle if the
client passes away. If you can tap into your clients’ deeper needs and emotions, you’ll be able to better understand,
connect and advise them.
No matter their age, your client has unique needs. Pay attention to areas where normal coverage might not be
a catch-all. For example, many people experience significant shifts in their health as they age. This should spur
a conversation on term-to-permanent life insurance conversion. Make sure you also discuss disability income
insurance with younger prospects. According to the Social Security Administration, more than one in four of
today’s 20-year-olds will experience a disability for at least 90 days before they reach retirement age.
Something that does not work, however, is trying to replace life insurance before its term is up. Always stay
term-to-term whenever possible. Along those same lines, any attempt to cut corners will catch up with you. In all
my years of practice, I have found that character is one of the most important tools anyone selling life insurance
can have.
Live fully. It is not enough to sell insurance on a purely intellectual level. You also need an active home life
and a strong history of community involvement to emotionally understand why clients should invest. Additionally,
having a family and holding community leadership roles will demonstrate to your clients that you are relatable,
trustworthy, dependable and able to get a job done. Also, public roles allow you to meet others who care about
their communities and families, and these people make terrific prospects.
Approach selling life insurance with specific and yearly goals in mind. These goals can be client-focused, but
they can also be personal. They should challenge you to aim high, then aim even higher. In your client relations,
embrace commitment and perseverance while demonstrating honesty and politeness. Create an office culture
you’re proud of and hold yourself to high standards. With the proper goals, lifestyle and mindset established,
you’ll be closer than ever to career success.

D. Scott Brennan has been an MDRT member for 36 years and served as the association’s 2013 President. Brennan has multiple
Court of the Table and Top of the Table qualifications and is an MDRT Foundation Legion of Honor Excalibur Knight. He is also
the 75th recipient of the John Newton Russell Memorial Award.

From Bryce Sanders
How to Sell Life Insurance to Millennials
Millennials are often described as people who came of age around the early 2000s. Assuming they were born
between 1980 and the mid 1990s, they should be 25-40 years old by now. Right now, they are the largest segment
in the workforce, and by 2030, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that they will make up a staggering
75 percent. Selling life insurance to members of this vast group can significantly boost your production numbers.
But how do you do it? The following ideas will help you sell an “old” product to a relatively youthful crowd:
Sell it as protection. This is what insurance does. When you buy a place to live, this often involves having a
mortgage. When you have children, you take on the responsibility of raising them. You might have a good job.
Maybe you have an “OK” job, but your spouse works too, so there are two incomes. You pay expenses from your
cash flow. What happens if you are no longer in the picture? If you die, your income vanishes, but the debts and
expenses remain. You need a lump-sum death benefit to provide for your family, and life insurance fits this bill.
Sell it as a way to save. It’s tough to build a nest egg when you are saving after-tax dollars. Unexpected
expenses are more common than you think. Paying yourself first is a good strategy. You start by taking advantage
of the retirement savings programs available at work. But you still need to provide that protection for your family.
Whole life insurance is also a savings tool, building cash value along the way. If you buy a life insurance product
and contribute monthly using an automatic debit, you have now added savings to your protection vehicle.
Sell it as something with loan power. Regardless of your income, you are saving for retirement. You’ve got that
401(k) plan at work. But years down the road, suppose you needed money to take advantage of an opportunity?
Many whole life policies have a borrowing feature, which allows you to take a loan based on the accumulated cash
value of that policy. This doesn’t need a bank officer’s approval on a loan application, it’s not a high interest cash
advance on your credit card and it’s not an early withdrawal from a retirement plan that’s subject to income taxes
and penalties. (Some retirement plans might have a borrowing feature.) Taking out a loan against your insurance
policy through the issuer is borrowing against an asset that you own.

Bryce Sanders is president of Perceptive Business Solutions Inc. He provides HNW client acquisition training for the financial
services industry. His book, “Captivating the Wealthy Investor” can be found on Amazon.

From Rahim Rajpar
Help your clients get retirement ready with life insurance.
Explore retirement readiness with your life insurance clients, and you’ll likely uncover a worry that you
can help solve. There’s no doubt retirement planning is a major concern on the minds of many. A recent John
Hancock survey of American workers1 found seven in 10 people experience financial stress and more than threequarters of that group identified saving for retirement as their top financial stressor.
Permanent life insurance offers a great way to help reduce stress over the future. That’s especially true if
a client has maxed out their contributions to qualified plans (i.e., 401(k)s, IRAs) and are still worried about
maintaining their lifestyle in retirement.
A permanent life insurance policy can help reduce financial stress by providing a death benefit for loved ones
and other tax-free benefits, including:
• Income replacement to protect a family from financial hardship during working years.
• Lasting legacy for children and grandchildren in retirement, and beyond.
• Access to cash value with no penalties.
• No required minimum distributions at age 70½.
• No contribution limits during the accumulation period.2
It’s critical to address a client’s top financial worries and demonstrate your commitment to helping them enjoy
retirement in comfort, whatever that long-term plan means for them.
Here’s how to change the conversation around life insurance. While life insurance is often a touchy subject
for clients, offering a different perspective can pique interest and make sales. It might be surprising to some,
but owning a policy can be engaging and rewarding. And the conversation can focus on living well instead of
preparing for death.

There are products available that reward clients for the everyday things they do to be healthy, such as taking
a walk, eating well, and getting regular check-ups, while also providing traditional financial protection. These
programs are founded in science with the goal of helping people live longer, healthier lives.
Regardless of a client’s age or overall health, a wellness-based insurance policy could be the right fit. Clients
who are already on their own wellness journey and actively engage in healthy behavior are rewarded for it; and
those looking to improve their health or who need to be making healthy choices in response to chronic conditions,
can find the program to be particularly impactful.
John Hancock, the first U.S. carrier to offer this type of life insurance, offers clients extra savings and rewards
when they engage in healthy activities through the John Hancock Vitality Program, along with the corresponding
health benefits.
In fact, in the nearly four years since introducing the program, John Hancock clients have seen remarkable and
encouraging health and wellness results, including: 3
• Taking nearly twice as many steps as the average American.
• Logging more than 3 million healthy activities, including walking, swimming and biking (an average of 40 per
month).
• Earning more than $3 million in rewards while paying millions less on premiums.
So, change the conversation about life insurance with your clients. Instead of focusing on what happens at
the end of life, show your clients how a policy can help them enjoy more time with their loved ones, while being
financially prepared for the future.
John Hancock issues its life insurance products through John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.), and in New York through
John Hancock Life Insurance Company of New York. It should be noted that loans and withdraws can cause a life insurance
policy to lapse and the lapse or surrender of a policy with a loan may cause the recognition of taxable income. In addition,
although life insurance death benefits are generally tax free to the beneficiary, there can be exceptions such as when the policy has
been transferred for valuable consideration.

Rahim Rajpar is Head of Marketing at John Hancock Insurance.
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Helping Clients
Deal with
Volatile Markets
Your first step is to know your client’s destination through the drafting of a
comprehensive financial plan.
By Andrew Crowell

On a recent driving trip across Los Angeles County, I found myself relying upon one of my smart phone’s
navigation apps to help me traverse the usual highway gridlock. As I needed to be at my appointment at a specific
time, I wanted to be certain I was taking a route that would ensure success.
About 10 minutes into my 45-minute trip, the app notified me that there was a slowdown ahead that would add
about 8 minutes to my journey, but then reaffirmed that “You are on the fastest route.” While the slowdown was
unwelcome, I was relieved to know I was still on track to make my destination in time for the appointment. I was
thankful for the app’s ability to look ahead and anticipate delays and then recalibrate alternative paths to ensure I
was still on the best route.

Similar to commuters, investors on their financial journeys will likely face many unforeseen obstacles and
delays. Unfortunately, a financial journey isn’t always as straightforward as a car trip; so, knowing what to do
when trouble arises — like a recession, a market correction or a cloudy economic forecast — can be tricky.
Further, as market volatility arises, it is common for emotions to climb as well. This has the potential to cause
disastrous financial decision-making, which can sabotage long-term financial success.
Much like my navigation app, advisors, too, are charged with looking ahead, anticipating slowdowns and
advising on the best way forward for their clients. While not an exhaustive compilation, the following four
strategies can help advisors better prepare their clients for the unexpected and hopefully avoid the financial
potholes that could delay or prevent their progress.

Successful investing involves discipline, planning and patience.
Know your client’s destination
Lewis Carroll coined the familiar phrase, “If you don’t know where you are going, any road will get you there.”
Using the navigation app analogy again, the navigator can only chart a course once you’ve entered your desired
destination. Similarly, investors and savers must have a clearly defined objective for their investments, and this is
typically best accomplished through the drafting of a comprehensive financial plan.
This plan will outline the sources of all available assets and liabilities, as well as the goals and associated
timeframes for which these are intended. The plan also helps define an appropriate asset allocation based upon
not only the objectives but also the saver’s ability to tolerate risk. While having a well-drafted financial plan
obviously does not prevent market volatility, it can dampen the impact that volatility has on a client’s investment
program.
Teach clients to expect market volatility but retain a long-term perspective
Financial markets move up and down all the time for a host of reasons. Market “corrections” are defined as drops
of at least 10 percent from a peak, and many investors may not know that there have already been six of these
since the start of the “bull market” in 2009. The fact is that most historical corrections have recovered rather
quickly; so, educating your clients on this fact will go a long way toward preventing them from panicking during
a downturn. Technology allows for instant transmission of news and information that can potentially trigger
emotional responses and actions, potentially sabotaging financial objectives by causing investors to sell or buy at
the wrong time.
A better approach is to use the financial plan as a guide and allow market volatility to inform whether or not
rebalancing may be warranted in response to the market gyrations. This constructive action both satisfies the
emotional need to “do something,” while still keeping your client’s plan goals and objectives firmly intact.
Make sure they have a liquid reserve
Unexpected expenses and life events happen as well; so, it’s always important to advise clients to have funds
available for such occurrences, whether the markets are up or down. Further, planned expenses for items such as
basic living needs, taxes, insurance premiums, vacations, etc., can be reserved. Some savers sleep best knowing
that they have 4-6 months or more of reserved expenses so that they don’t find themselves liquidating at an
inopportune time, such as during a market correction.
Financial plans identify both appropriate levels of reserves and their sources. After all, retirees will typically
experience many market corrections and even potentially a bear market or two during their golden years; so, it is
critical to have a plan for where needed expenses will be drawn from during these periods.
Remember the “Mountain Chart”
We have all seen the long-term price chart for the broad market — like the Dow 30 Industrial Average or the S&P
500 — and we know that over longer-time periods, the direction is clearly up. In other words, while corrections
and bear markets have been somewhat regular occurrences, all of them have eventually ended. While it’s easy for
clients to think, “This time it’s different,” history definitively shows otherwise. During times of extreme market
volatility, this “mountain” perspective is of critical importance not just for reassuring investors but also for
potentially motivating them to take advantage of these times to improve their financial outcome.
Rather than viewing a market decline as doomsday, a savvy investor may decide that this is a “sale opportunity”
that they can take advantage of for their long-term goals. Instead of suspending payroll contributions into their

retirement plan during down markets, it may be more appropriate for them to accelerate their contributions
during these periods. While recessions and market declines have been painful, the ensuing market expansions
have been even more powerful.
Successful investing involves discipline, planning and patience. A successful advisor can keep his or her clients
on track during periods of market volatility and can be an invaluable asset for tempering emotional responses and
recommending constructive actions. While a fulfilling retirement will look different for each client, hearing the
words, “You have arrived at your destination!” from a financial professional is a welcomed reassurance that all
clients desire.
Andrew Crowell is Vice Chairman of Wealth Management at D.A. Davidson.

naifa government relations
NAIFA Supports Strong Best Interest Standard
The association supports a Best Interest Standard that requires securities-licensed firms and financial
professionals to act in the best interest of their clients.

I

n its efforts to advance the issues that are of interest to NAIFA members, NAIFA continues to provide input to
regulators and legislators concerning proposed laws and regulations. A recent example of NAIFA’s advocacy in
action is the association’s statement on the Securities & Exchange’s Best Interest Standard.
The written statement on the Standard was submitted by NAIFA President Jill Judd, FSS, LUTCF, to the U.S.
House Committee on Financial Services, to be part of the record for the Subcommittee on Investor Protection
hearing on the proposed Best Interest Rule.
The main message of the statement is that NAIFA supports a standard requiring securities-licensed firms and
financial professionals to act in the best interest of their clients and the association believes that the SEC is the
proper regulatory agency to enact and enforce the standard.

The SEC proposal represents a principles-based approach, with a high
standard of conduct and clear obligations for financial professionals.
“The SEC’s general approach, we believe, significantly strengthens the standard of conduct for financial
professionals, while preserving choice and access to advice and investment products for consumers at all income
levels and account sizes,” Judd wrote.
Advantages of the SEC proposal
NAIFA believes the SEC proposal “contains a robust, substantive regime to protect investors.” Among the
strengths of the proposal are that it would:
• Clearly require financial advisors to put the interests of clients above their own or those of their firms when giving
investment recommendations.
• Allow the sale of diverse products under compensation arrangements that make sense for all types of investors.
• Contain simple and meaningful compensation and conflict-of-interests disclosure requirements.
• Use existing federal enforcement mechanisms.
Serving Main Street
NAIFA also encouraged the SEC to revise provisions in the proposal that would restrict the use of the titles
“advisor” and “adviser” by broker-dealers and their registered representatives, but not by other professionals who
provide advice on a wide variety of financial topics.
NAIFA members work with “Main Street” investors. A recent survey found that 83 percent of NAIFA members
report that most of their clients have annual household incomes of $150,000 or less, and nearly one-third say
most of their clients have incomes of $100,000 or less.
NAIFA believes that overly restrictive regulations, such as proposals that would make it difficult or impossible
for advisors to receive commissions, would reduce middle- and lower-income consumers’ access to financial
advice and services. Many of these consumers cannot afford out-of-pocket fees or maintain lofty account balances
that are required by many non-commissioned firms.
“The SEC’s proposal represents a principles-based approach with a high standard of conduct and clear
obligations for financial professionals, but with a commonsense implementation framework that will allow diverse
products and compensation arrangements to be offered in the marketplace,” Judd wrote in the NAIFA statement.
A call for action
In Congress and in the states, there will always be opportunities to advance issues of importance to NAIFA
members. To make sure that NAIFA continues to make the most of these opportunities, please get involved and
stay involved. Working together, we will continue to create a favorable business climate for you and the clients you
serve.

naifa news
NAIFA Members Help Middle- and LowerIncome Americans Achieve Financial Security

E

vents impacting Americans’ wallets in early 2019 — including the partial government shutdown and the
lower-than-expected tax refunds — have put a spotlight on Americans’ financial lives, drawing attention
to how common it is for Americans to live paycheck to paycheck and raising questions about their lack of
preparedness to secure their financial futures.
While many lower- to middle-market Americans may not be surprised by the financial vulnerability that resides
in millions of U.S. households and businesses today, a new NAIFA survey of its members https://bit.ly/2JP9UEX
confirms that financial security is within reach in the form of affordable and informed financial advice for this
very market.
Survey highlights
According to the survey, 80 percent of NAIFA members say their businesses primarily serve middle- to lowerincome families and individuals. Almost half (45 percent) say the “typical annual household income” of their
clients falls between $50,000 and $100,000; 34 percent say their typical client’s annual income falls between
$100,000 and $150,000; and 4 percent say their typical client earns less than $50,000 annually.
“There is no shortage of professionals offering individualized financial advice and services for middle- and
lower-income Americans,” said NAIFA CEO Kevin Mayeux, CAE. “Our survey shows that for anyone looking
for help with their insurance or financial needs, there is an agent or advisor eager to work with them. NAIFA
members are in communities across the United States striving to ensure financial security and prosperity for
friends and neighbors as well as local families and small business owners. That’s what we mean when we say that
NAIFA represents the interests of Main Street Americans.”
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the median household income is $61,372, up 1.8 percent from $60,309
in 2016. The 2017 real median income of family households increased 1.4 percent from 2016 to $77,713.
The NAIFA survey is based on responses from 694 members between Dec. 19, 2018, and Jan. 8, 2019.
When NAIFA members were asked to report the percent of their clients whose annual household incomes are
$100,000 or less, nearly a third of members (32 percent) say that most of their clients are in that category. In
addition:
• 31 percent of NAIFA members say 26-50 percent of their clients earn $100,000 or less a year.
• 36 percent of NAIFA members say up to one-fourth of their clients earn $100,000 or less a year.
More than two-thirds of NAIFA members (67 percent) say a typical client’s level of liquid assets totals
$250,000 or less (includes cash, stocks, bonds, mutual funds; excludes real estate, vehicles and other fixed assets).
The breakdown:
• 17 percent report a typical client’s liquid assets total $50,000 or less.
• 25 percent report a typical client’s liquid assets fall between $50,000-$100,000.
• 24 percent report a typical client’s liquid assets fall between $100,000-$250,000.
Products and services NAIFA members provide
All of the survey respondents are licensed to sell insurance products, and 64 percent say they are registered to sell
securities. The top investment products recommended to clients over the past year are: Roth or traditional IRAs
(recommended by 63 percent of advisors), mutual funds (54 percent), 401(k) or 403(b) plans (36 percent), bonds
(13.3 percent), and stocks (13.3 percent).
The top insurance products the advisors have recommended to clients in the past year are: term life insurance
(recommended by 95 percent of advisors), whole life insurance (80 percent), universal life insurance (71 percent),
long-term-care insurance (70 percent), disability-income insurance (68 percent), and fixed annuities (63 percent).
(Note: These are the percentages of advisors who have recommended these products to at least one client, not the
percentage of clients they have recommended the products to.)
In addition to products, advisors provide their clients with a diverse array of services. More than eight out
of 10 (83 percent) provide retirement planning. Other leading services include: financial risk management (66
percent), inheritance or business succession planning (64 percent), college savings planning (61 percent), and
financial literacy education (50.4 percent).

Retirement planning is the service most important to a majority of clients, according to 46 percent of the
advisors. Some 22 percent said financial risk management is the service most beneficial to most clients.
“A number of advisors told us that the financial planning and literacy services they provide are just as
important to many of their clients as the insurance and investment products,” Mayeux said. “Very often, these
advisors receive no direct compensation for this educational component of working in their clients’ interests.”
Market segments
Markets prominently served by NAIFA members include:
• Small businesses (served by 78 percent of respondents)
• Senior citizens (68 percent)
• Baby Boomers (65 percent)
• Millennials (43 percent)

Call for Nominations for the 2019 Four Under
Forty Awards!

Y

ou have only a few days left to submit your nominations for the 2019 Four Under Forty Awards. The deadline
to submit all nominations is May 11, 2019.
Nominating someone for the Four Under Forty Awards is easy. Just visit www.advisortoday.com, click
on the Four Under Forty tab, and follow the instructions provided. Or you can email the completed form to Ayo
Mseka at amseka@naifa.org.
Don’t delay — send your nomination form today. Your candidate might just be one of the advisors chosen for
the 2019 Four Under Forty Awards!

a question of ethics
Obeying the Letter and Spirit of the Laws and
Regulations That Govern My Profession
Advisors who honor this obligation are likely to find good persistency and compliance records, and a
growing source for referrals.
By Frank Bearden, Ph.D., CLU, ChFC

F

or this issue, we will provide some reflection upon the sixth obligation from the NAIFA Code of Ethics: To obey
the letter and spirit of all laws and regulations which govern my profession.
This obligation provides additional rules for our professional behavior, based on the values of NAIFA as
expressed in the preamble of our code of ethics. Within the laws and regulations that apply, we can discover both
the framework and specific stipulations that inform us regarding ethical practice.
Like many other avenues in life, maintaining and abiding by the letter and spirit of laws and regulations for
a member of NAIFA can appear somewhat complicated. The licenses and affiliations a financial advisor may
have include various insurance licenses, by line and state, registrations with the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA), the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and other organizations. The sixth obligation
requires that a NAIFA member maintain all pertinent licenses and registrations, as well as maintain knowledge of
all laws and regulations in letter and spirit.

Demonstrating diligence
So how can a financial advisor demonstrate such diligence? In basic terms, we can do this by providing all
required client information and documents that a given financial product and license or registration requires.
In addition, to abide by the spirit of the laws and regulations, an advisor should be sure the client understands
the nature of the product(s) being purchased, the application of the product(s) and any risks that may be involved.
We want to do all required and within our capabilities to ensure that the client understands the nature and use of
the product(s) we are recommending.

The provisions in the obligations of the Code of Ethics point to an
ethically sound and fulfilling way to practice our profession.
Let’s look closer at meeting the letter and spirit by considering how a disability income insurance presentation
should be provided. We’ll assume the disability policy has an own occupation definition of disability for 5 years
and then changes to a definition of any occupation for the remainder of the policy.
This provision means that for the first 5 years, the insured will be covered if he or she is unable to perform his
or her own occupation. After that time, the coverage is provided if the insured cannot perform any occupation for
which he or she is reasonably suited in terms of education, training and experience. The provision is a material
part of the coverage and should be explained to the applicant, to meet the spirit of full disclosure.
If the financial advisor provides a written description of the coverage without thoroughly discussing how the
coverage functions and applies to the applicant, the financial advisor will be satisfying the letter of the disclosure
requirement without satisfying the spirit.
When we are unsure of the letter and spirit of any laws and regulations under which we practice, we
should inquire from sources within our practice, sources providing the products, and the laws and regulations
themselves.
Financial advisors who honor both the letter and the spirit of the laws and regulations are likely to find good
persistency and compliance records, as well as a growing source for referrals.
When we encounter an ethical situation in which we do not know what to do, the values and obligations of the
code can be useful in regaining our professional direction. The provisions in the obligations of the code of ethics
point to an ethically sound and fulfilling way to practice our profession.
Frank C. Bearden, Ph.D., CLU, ChFC, is with Frank C. Bearden, LLC. Contact him at fbearden@outlook.com or at 210-724-1958.

product spotlight | annuities
Annuities: Best-Selling Strategy in Uncertain
Times
In today’s market, annuities are a strong option that will earn clients’ trust and grow your business.
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By Chris Conklin

hile the economy is still on an upswing, it’s no secret that the stock market is making headlines left and
right — and these are not always good ones. With talk of tariffs, market fluctuations and possible recession
covering the finance sections of newspapers and media outlets, it can be difficult to know which sales
approach is the best in this economic climate. After all, what do you recommend when the only constant appears to
be change?
In these uncertain times, clients will look to you to make sense of an unpredictable market. While this can
be confusing territory to navigate, it is also an opportunity to rethink your selling strategy. Part of your new
approach should include safe options that offer clients what they want the most in this economic climate: stability.
Because of this, annuities are a strong option that will earn clients’ trust and grow your business at the same time.
When the market falters, annuities won’t
The economy has been growing steadily for some time now, but there may be signs for concern on the horizon.
Ongoing trade dispute talks, rising international tariffs and increasing interest rates are pushing investors to
reconsider their trading tactics.

As the market is poised for instability, your counsel may be the
deciding factor that positions your business and your clients’
savings for growth.
As the first major market fluctuations since the economy began its steady increase a decade ago, these
tumultuous events are important to producers and clients alike. An increasingly uncertain market calls the notion
of asset allocation into question: How much money can clients with market-based investments afford to put at
risk? How much must they absolutely protect? These concerns may cause cautious clients to think twice about
mutual funds.

After all, while these funds are often a good investment for those looking to base their growth on market
trends, they can lead to losses during periods of market volatility. Since fixed and indexed annuities are not
directly tied to the stock market, they perform well even when the market faces a downturn or, worse, a recession.
While bond mutual funds, money market funds and annuities are all historically considered safe financial
vehicles, annuities are often chosen instead of other options for one reason: interest rates. With rising interest
rates that accompany a currently strong economy, annuities can deliver the safety clients seek, along with a
solid interest rate. Money market funds generally can’t keep up with annuity interest rates, and while bond
mutual funds offer sufficient interest rates, they don’t provide sufficient financial protection in case of a market
downturn.
Regardless of market conditions, annuities have another advantage over other investment options —they’re
simply not as complex to maintain. While some clients may be happy to monitor markets and interest rates and
shift money from account to account, annuities offer an easier choice. Instead of playing markets to receive the
greatest gains, annuities lock in growth without constant upkeep.
This is especially important with older clients who are looking for simple, safe options to round out their
portfolio and increase savings without requiring dedicated maintenance.
Your responsibility as a producer is to offer options that provide growth during periods of economic stability
and volatility alike. Not only is this a business best-practice, it also works well as a personal selling strategy.
The more you tailor your approach to current market conditions, the more clients will look to you as an
authority on their financial decisions. As the market is poised for instability, your counsel may be the deciding
factor that positions your business and your clients’ savings for growth.
Chris Conklin is vice president of individual annuities at The Standard, where he has full P&L responsibility for the individual
annuities line of business. Besides being a fellow of the Society of Actuaries, Conklin is a licensed agent, has sold insurance and
annuities, and co-owned a national marketing organization.

product spotlight I life insurance
Enhancing Worksite Life Insurance Sales
As a primary strategy for selling more employer-paid life insurance is to emphasize the “why.”
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By Mike Estep

F

or the first time in history, more Americans are covered by employment-based life insurance (108 million)
than by individual life insurance (102 million), though there are 60 million households that do not have either
benefit.1
With more American workers turning to their employers for financial security, life insurance is a mutually
beneficial tool employers can offer to show they care about the financial well-being of their workforce. However,
there still remains a gap in understanding, relevance and participation on the employee side of life insurance.
When it comes to voluntary benefits and non-medical insurance, 27 percent of employees “check the box” and
enroll in the same policies every year because they don’t fully understand how the benefits work and what options
are available.2 To bolster life insurance sales and participation, financial professionals can use several strategies
to enhance the enrollment experience and position life insurance plans to be more attractive to employers and
employees.
Why life insurance is valuable
A primary strategy for selling more employer-paid life insurance is to emphasize the “why” — articulate the
benefits of offering life insurance and how it gives your client a competitive edge when hiring and retaining talent.
Research from The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America indicates that employees want to work for
companies that share their values and show genuine care. In fact, a recent Guardian Workplace Benefits Study,
Small Business, Big Benefits, revealed that 55 percent of workers who feel that their employer cares about their
well-being want to stay with their company for at least 10 years. Additionally, Guardian research shows that
offering comprehensive benefits leads to overall employee satisfaction.3

Life insurance through work is typically affordable and can
complement an existing life insurance policy for additional
income protection.
The “why” includes a cost benefit point as well. Benefits advisors can emphasize the point that offering
supplemental life insurance does not increase an employer’s benefits budget since employees opt-in. Employers

that offer these benefits stand out in today’s competitive job market, particularly since employees want more
choices than traditional employee benefits like medical and dental insurance. The key is helping employees
understand and get the most out of their life insurance options.
With much discussion going on about financial wellness, now is the time for benefits advisors and financial
professionals to use workplace benefits as a conversation starter for clients leading up to enrollment season. As
more companies expand their voluntary benefits offerings, it’s important to highlight how these products can
provide additional income protection. This is especially relevant for employees experiencing life milestones, such
as getting married or having a baby.
For example, if an employee already has an individual life insurance policy, you can emphasize to them that
opting in for employee-paid life insurance helps increase one’s financial security. Life insurance through work is
typically affordable and can complement an existing life insurance policy for additional income protection. The
same is true, if not more, for a person who is unable to afford individual life insurance.
Using technology to enhance employee experience
Another key tactic is to leverage technology to enhance the employee experience. Introduce clients to digital tools
and educate them on how they will boost enrollment. These tools eliminate paper submissions, enable faster
decision making and increase overall employee satisfaction.
Digital communications tools can make a big difference for employees when selecting their plans. A few tools
that help are automatic email communications, real-time decision-making tools personalized for each employee,
avatar technology and 24/7 online representatives. Additionally, digital tools offer options for flexible billing.
By emphasizing digital tools and communication strategies, financial professionals can articulate how life
insurance plans don’t have to be a hassle; rather, they can provide employees with financial protection and
confidence. This will help build trust with employees and hopefully turn them into long-term hires.
Mike Estep is Vice President of Group and Worksite Products, Guardian.
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product spotlight | whole life insurance
Aligning the Benefits of Limited-Pay Whole
Life with your Clients’ Needs
Limited-pay whole products are versatile tools that can help your clients move forward with their
financial goals.
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By Daniel J. Griesemer

L

imited-pay whole life policies are becoming increasingly popular in the marketplace. It could be because the
next generation of policyholders wants to know that their policies will be paid-up at a certain point. It could
be that the particular mix of cash value and death benefit a limited-pay policy provides is more attractive to
today’s consumer. Or it may be a blend of the two reasons and a few more besides. The most important aspect is to
recognize the opportunity to help our clients and prospects move forward with their goals with the product features
they desire.
Helping clients with limited-pay products
How can you best align the benefits of limited-pay whole life to your clients’ needs? Here are a few thoughts:
Strike while the tax iron is hot. It’s hard to emphasize how significant an impact the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
(TCJA) of 2017 made to personal and business planning. The act set in motion the largest changes to the tax code
since 1986. While there’s a lot to unbundle, there is no shortage of opportunities to help your clients navigate the
changes and use them to their financial advantage.
For example, the TCJA made significant changes to gift taxes with each taxpayer being eligible for an annual
gift tax exclusion amount of $15,000 per recipient. Parents or grandparents, for example, could make a combined
gift of $30,000 into a trust to cover the current and future premium requirements of a policy for their child or
grandchild.
Once the gift is made, this $30,000 could be used to buy a 20-Pay policy for $1,500 or more annually. When
that child becomes an adult, they’ll have a nice starter policy which will provide them with a foundational amount
of death benefit protection.
It will be completely paid for, accumulating guaranteed cash value and having the potential to earn dividends
in a participating policy. If the parents or grandparents want the policy to serve as an even more important
financial asset for the child, remember the gifting exclusion is an annual one. Additional gifts can be made each
year, up to the limit, to increase the resources available to purchase a larger policy.

The value proposition of balance and flexibility is simple, making
limited-pay whole products an attractive solution for clients trying to
solve financial-planning challenges in an ever-changing world.
Up-front gifts that are sufficient to pay all required future premiums might be especially attractive for
grandparents. That way they can be sure the legacy they’re establishing for a grandchild is secure and the policy’s
premium obligations are not passed down to a child or grandchild if they die before the policy is paid-up.
“I want to leave a legacy, but…” Bringing up “legacy planning” with your clients may conjure up images of the
ultra-wealthy making sizable gifts to charities and universities. But legacy and estate planning aren’t just for the
affluent.
Every client has a desired legacy — for people they love, causes they care about and goals they want to make
sure are achieved when they’re gone. Legacy planning can play a part in any well-thought-out financial strategy
for clients across the income spectrum and permanent life insurance can be an ideal tool for this purpose.
Yet even clients who are financially well positioned to leave a legacy may be hesitant to trade liquidity for
leverage through a death benefit. On paper, they know they have enough income and liquidity to live comfortably
in retirement. But psychologically and emotionally, risks like market volatility, inflation and the rising costs of
health care erode their confidence, driving their financial decisions regarding estate planning.
Some permanent life insurance products focus on maximizing the amount of death benefit that is purchased
for a given amount of premium. The trade-off, however, is that there is no residual premium to help build up cash
value, purchase additional protections or create a greater potential for dividends.
This presents an all-or-nothing approach for policyholders and may not be appropriate, given limited financial
resources for their own retirement or potential future health and long-term care needs.
Most limited-pay whole life insurance products, however, are “over-funded,” in the sense that their premiums
are close to the Modified Endowment Contract (MEC) limits. The death benefit purchased is typically lower, but
still provides impressive leverage compared to the premiums paid.
And, in exchange for a comparatively lower death benefit, the over-funded policy can more quickly build cash
value and earn dividends. Additionally, many policies can now include an accelerated benefits rider, providing
helpful (and optional) early access to a portion of the death benefit in the event of a chronic or terminal illness.
Together, the balance between limited premiums, death benefit leverage and added security provided through
guaranteed cash value, potential dividends and accelerated benefits can make limited-pay whole life an attractive
option for flexible legacy planning.
Embrace the balance in limited-pay whole life
These are just a few examples of how limited-pay products can help clients achieve their goals. While many
permanent life insurance products may be designed to shine in a core attribute — like maximizing death benefit
or enhanced cash accumulation potential — limited-pay whole products have gained traction as a versatile utility
tool.
The value proposition of balance and flexibility is simple, making them an attractive solution for clients trying
to solve financial planning challenges in an ever-changing world. This value is further bolstered by two key
features of limited-pay whole life that resonate with clients: a limited number of premium payments and a product
that can provide a lifetime of value and guarantees.
Daniel J. Griesemer is second vice president, product marketing, at Ohio National Financial Services. He can be reached at
daniel_griesemer@ohionational.com or at 513-794-6437.
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How to Boost Your DI Insurance Sales
The ideas shared by this industry expert will help you do right by your clients and help you grow your DI
insurance practice.
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By Thomas C.K. Wong, RHU

I

magine you are sick or hurt and unable to work. What would your world look like emotionally and financially?
Try to picture this world and imagine there are no more paychecks for the foreseeable future. Think of the
financial devastation this will create for you and your family.
This is the main reason why you must do all you can to help protect a portion of your clients’ paycheck with
disability income (DI) insurance. This imperative takes on added importance this month, which the industry is
currently observing as Disability Insurance Awareness Month (DIAM). Here are a few ideas to help rev up your
DI insurance sales and make this DIAM your best month yet!
Focus on young professionals. Many workers starting their careers today have advanced degrees. According to
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, many of the top 10 fastest-growing jobs require graduate degrees.1 A Physical
Therapist, for example, needs a doctorate. Many young professionals are saddled with debt, especially student loan
debt. It has become a major financial burden for them because they begin their career “in the negative.” If they
miss work due to a sickness or an injury, they have few reserves to fall back on.
But whether your clients have an advanced degree or not, they still need their incomes protected. According to
a report by the U.S. Census Bureau,2 the total number of millennials will surpass boomers this year. This group,
in particular, needs your financial guidance and DI insurance conversation.
Choose the words you use carefully. The word “disability” is hard for most people to comprehend. If you
ask them if they know of someone who is disabled, they usually answer no. They picture a disabled person as
someone who is wheelchair-bound or something worse.
But as most DI insurance advisors know, most disability is caused by illness, not injury. In fact, according
to the Council for Disability Awareness, the number one disability claim is muscular-skeletal related.3 So the
question you should be asking your clients and prospects is: Do you know of someone who is suffering from a bad
back, a heart condition, is going through a stressful period, has had a stroke or has cancer? This question will
usually produce a totally different answer from the one cited previously. So, please don’t use the word “disabled.”
Instead, use words like “sick,” “ill” or “injured.”

Also, most people today are living from paycheck to paycheck. A short-term illness or injury will likely wreak
havoc on their finances. To get them thinking about DI insurance, ask them what sources of income are available
to them during this period of illness or injury. When they take an inventory of the amount of money they need to
maintain their current lifestyle, they will realize they need more options than what they currently have.

Own your own DI insurance policy. Remember that you can’t sell what
you don’t believe in.
Clients usually have three pockets of cash: through their employer (sick/vacation/PTO days and short/longterm disability program if available); through the government via Social Security, worker’s compensation, and
state disability benefit Llws if applicable; and finally, their own financial resources such as savings, retirement or
financial assets, or by paying monthly premiums for DI insurance to protect their earning potential.
Utilize sequential marketing. Go back to your existing clients and have a DI insurance conversation with them.
You can do this on a service call, during a policy delivery or during an annual review.
You should also examine your own book of business for the following DI opportunities:
• Own your own DI insurance policy. Remember that you can’t sell what you don’t believe in.
• Review life insurance policy owners who don’t have DI insurance. What if they were to have a heart attack but
don’t die?
• Review life insurance policy owners with waiver-of-premium riders. These individuals already understand the
concept of “self- completing” the life insurance cost. All you need to do is expand this concept to cover lifestyle
costs.
• Take a look at your clients who are between the ages of 22 and 45. This is usually the sweet spot for DI insurance.
These clients have many years of work ahead of them, they have the potential to earn more, they are the healthiest
they can be, but have limited to no assets or safety net.
• Review investment or retirement-planning clients who have no DI insurance. For these people, the risk of
depleting their assets prematurely to cover their monthly living expenses if something were to happen to them may
not be worth taking.
• Review business owners. These individuals usually have one source of income but two major expense pockets —
personal and business.
Use the ideas I have shared in this article to persuade your clients and prospects to get the DI protection they
need for themselves and their families. By helping them take this important step, you will do right by them and do
wonders for your practice.
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Thomas Wong, RHU, works closely with Guardian Life’s distribution system to promote the sale of individual and business
DI products. Prior to this, he was the Marketing Services Specialist for five years. You can contact him at 646-235-8439 or at
thomas_c._wong@glic.com.

sales and marketing | closing
‘Why Now?’
Asking this question will encourage prospects to share their stories and help boost your life insurance
sales.
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By Ray Vendetti, CLU, ChFC

s a coach, one of the questions I am frequently asked is how to become a better closer, especially on life
insurance cases. As agents, we’ve been instructed to just take out the application form and start writing, ask for
the client’s middle initial, or ask for the address they want the premium notices to be mailed to.
But closing life insurance sales requires some additional interviewing skills such as learning how to ask openended questions — those that allow a prospect to talk freely and not just answer your questions in a few words.
Closed-ended questions, which can be answered in one or a few words, are used frequently in the multiline
insurance business. They include: “What’s your DOB?”; “What’s your driver’s license number?” and “How many
square feet is your home?” Although these questions are necessary, they do not encourage the prospect to engage
in a conversation with you. That’s where open-ended questions come in.
When a prospect has indicated an interest in talking with you about life Insurance, the joy and excitement you
may be feeling may lead you to immediately jump into the selling (telling) mode. At this point, most agents race
down one of these two paths:
1. They say: “Well, let me explain the difference between term and permanent life insurance” and go off into a longwinded explanation.
2. Or they say: “OK. Let’s see what you need. What’s your mortgage? Do you want to provide money for education?,
etc.”
Creating emotion in your prospect
But neither of these approaches leads to connecting with your prospect and opening an interactive dialogue.
Remember that life insurance is an emotional sale. So how do you create emotion? If you were trained like I
was, you will most likely be inclined to tell a good story about someone or a family that failed to buy life insurance
and later experienced a tragedy. This story does create emotion, but not in the prospect — it creates emotion in
you.

Telling your prospect a story about someone he does not know has
little or no emotional impact on him.
Telling your prospect a story about someone he does not know has little or no emotional impact on him. What
you need to do is to get his story, and here is how you do it.
When someone says he is interested in talking to you about life insurance, before explaining the difference
between term and permanent insurance and asking a bunch of closed-ended questions, simply ask:
“Why now? Why are you interested in talking about life insurance right now?”
Chances are, something is going on in their life that’s motivated them to talk about it to you — and that is their
story. Perhaps someone in their circle of friends died and left the widow or widower without any funds for funeral
or burial expenses or left their family without funds to maintain their current lifestyle. Or, they experienced the
birth of a child or changed jobs and lost their benefits. Whatever you hear, it’s the emotional connection that is
their story and your key ingredient to a successful close.
But do not stop here. Ask some more open-ended questions like: “Tell me. How did that impact your family?”
or “How would it impact your family if you were to die today?”
The answers to these questions are the prospect’s motivation to act on purchasing life insurance — it is usually
to avoid the problems and pain associated with not buying the product.
Finally, ask the prospect: “How would you feel knowing that if you were to die today, your family would not
have to go through the problems that this family suffered through?”
After you’ve presented a policy to the client that solves their problem, remind them of why they talked to you
in the first place, what their family would suffer if they didn’t move ahead with the purchase, and how they feel
knowing that they have made sure they could avoid the pain and agony of not having coverage.
The next time someone indicates an interest in talking to you about life Insurance, sit back, relax and ask them:
“Why today? What’s happening in your life?”
Armed with their powerful story and emotions, you’ll find yourself closing more life sales and doing so in a
friendly and non-aggressive manner.
Good Luck and great selling!
Ray Vendetti, CLU, ChFC, is with Vendetti Insurance Services in San Diego. He is a well-known coach, speaker, and author.
Contact him at 760-443-1719 or at ray@rayvendetti.com.

sales and marketing
What to Do When Prospects Go Cold
Follow the steps outlined in this article and your prospects will soon show renewed interest in what you
have to say.

©ISTOCK.COM/GOLDY-

By Bill Cates

D

on’t you just hate it when a prospect, seemingly very interested in you, suddenly goes cold?
It’s possible you didn’t create a compelling enough reason for him to remain interested and to continue
to move forward with you. Or perhaps something changed on his side and he didn’t feel obliged to let you

know.
So, what should you do? Do you give up? Do you persist? Here are five actions you can take right now to thaw
prospects who have gone cold:

Be careful not to be a pest and make your referral source regret
making the introduction.
Action #1 — Seek the advice of your referral source. If you were introduced to the prospect, your first step
should be to check with your referral source to see what you might learn. Your source may be able to fill you in on
what’s changed, and sometimes they’ll come to your rescue and get the process moving again.
Action #2 — Be genuinely transparent. In an email or voice mail message, say something like this to the
prospect:
George, I’m wondering if you could help me out with something. Based on our last meeting, you seemed
genuinely interested in how we might be able to help you with _________ (restate their main problem or
opportunity). Since then, I’ve not heard from you and am not sure how to keep our conversation going.
If your situation has changed or you’ve decided to move in a different direction, that’s certainly OK with me.
I’d just like to know how to proceed from here.
Action #3 — Explore the opportunity/cost equation. Briefly go through the opportunity of action and the cost
of inaction with the help of these words:
George, let’s explore what I like to call the “opportunity/cost equation.” Based on everything we’ve discussed,
here’s my perspective.

If we move forward with my recommendations, here are the benefits you can expect ________. On the other
hand, the cost of doing nothing will likely play out like this __________.
If something has changed on your end, then let’s discuss how that might impact this simple equation. Either
way, I’d like to schedule a quick phone call to keep the conversation going.
Action #4 — Stay in touch by leading with value. If you believe you can bring great value to your prospect and
they represent an opportunity that is worth investing in, then stay in touch with value.
Drip articles, videos, links, reports, checklists — whatever you can find that’s relevant and useful to them. You
can also stay in touch in a more personal way, such as asking them what their favorite sports team did over the
weekend or asking about something related to one of their hobbies. Be careful not to be a pest and make your
referral source regret making the introduction.
Action #5 — Go for the “no.” This is often the hardest thing for professionals to do. Going for the “no” usually
produces one of two results: Either the prospect acknowledges that things have changed (you can now release
them from your psyche), or use the following words to get them to re-engage:
George, I’m hoping you can help me out. At our last meeting, I left with the impression that you were very
interested in moving forward. Since I haven’t heard from you, I was wondering if things have changed on your
side and that perhaps I should stop reaching out to you. While I sincerely believe we can help you address your
challenges and help you reach your goals, I don’t want to keep reaching out if you’ve lost interest. If I don’t hear
from you, I’ll move on. My preference, however, is to always know the full picture. I hope to hear back from you
soon to see what the next step should be.
The ideas I have shared in this article aren’t mutually exclusive. You may choose to explore a mix to get the
result you want.
Bill Cates is the author of “Get More Referrals Now!” and “Beyond Referrals”, and the founder of The Cates Academy for
Relationship Marketing. Subscribe to his free referral tips and other free resources at: www.ReferralCoach.com/resources. Cates
works with financial professionals and their companies to increase sales by attracting high-quality clients through a steady and
predictable flow of referrals.
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Creating a Culture of Teamwork and
Collaboration
Allow team members to take ownership, realize the importance of each role in the bigger picture,
communicate constantly and have each other’s back.
By Juli McNeely, LUTCF, CFP, CLU

Y

ou’ve likely heard of the Helen Keller quote, “Alone, we can do so little; together, we can do so much” or the
African Proverb, “If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.”
Well, I, for one, would like to “do so much” and would like to “go far.” One of the best decisions I’ve
made in financial services was to grow my team. Yes, I could act as a solo practitioner, but we are so much more
effective as a team for many reasons. These may seem obvious to many, but they are worth writing down to get to
a starting point:
Capitalize on Diversity. Utilizing different perspectives, skillsets and life experiences can only make your team
stronger. For example, do you have multiple generations represented on your team? If your answer is yes:
• What is the value to the firm in having that diverse perspective? How can you capitalize on that to better serve
your clients?
• Will having a younger team member help you better relate to the children of your clients? Will a younger team
member bring more energy to the team about using new technology?
• Will a team member faced with caring for their elderly parent or parents bring a perspective as your own clients
begin to face the same challenges?
Play to Your Strengths. Instead of doing it all, begin to find the beauty in doing what you’re the best at. Hiring
to my weaknesses certainly has helped me enjoy what I do more. It has also seemed to increase my time, since
what I’m not fond of doing tends to take me longer because it’s just not my thing.

Keys to success
So, what are some of the key ingredients for building a high-functioning collaborative team?
1. Create a culture in which team members are allowed to take ownership. Don’t give directives strictly from the
top. Allow them to be part of decisions and allow them to represent their area of expertise in the process. We
have monthly meetings to discuss new initiatives, and that is exactly what we try to do in our firm. For example,
an idea may seem amazing to the sales team, but to the support team, it may be impossible to implement in the
proposed timeframe. Make adjustments based on the collective group’s feedback, and you will have a higher
likelihood of success.

The coming together of collective minds allows us to put our best foot
forward with our clients.
2. Recognize that each role plays a valuable part in the bigger picture. Without a role filled, the success and
productivity of the entire team is affected. When each team member has a sense of purpose and sees the piece of
the puzzle they complete, they know their job matters. Celebrating successes together only solidifies this within
teams.
3. Emphasize constant communication as projects and cases get shifted from one person to the other. If you are
focused only on what you are good at, then you will, at some point, be making a “hand-off” for a period of time.
Developing a process and workflow becomes critical when teaming. Without a process we are likely to fail or to
let something or someone slip through the cracks. The teams that do this seamlessly find great success.
4. Have each other’s back and support each other like family. In our office, no job is beneath anyone. If something
is critical and needs to be done, we say “all hands on deck.” Together, we get it done. We also find time to just
simply have fun together, often outside of work time.
The coming together of collective minds allows us to put our best foot forward with our clients. It also helps
us find greater joy in our work, helps us create a model that is built for the long term and allows us to serve our
clients more completely. I wish you great success!

A 22-year veteran of the financial services industry, Juli McNeely, LUTCF, CFP, CLU, is president of McNeely Financial Services
in Wisconsin. She is a past president of NAIFA, having served as the first female president. She is author of “No Necktie Needed:
A Woman’s Guide to Success in Financial Services” and founder of Juli McNeely Consulting LLC. She is also an active member of
MDRT and is affiliated with Woodbury Financial Services. You can reach her at juli@mcneelyfinancial.com.

Surprises are fun,
just not in your IUL

?

Offer a true IUL
with no surprises
While some Indexed Universal Life (IUL)
policies come with surprises that aren’t a lot
of fun – such as hidden costs – our enhanced
IUL Protect has no surprises. It provides
long-term security and stability, with costeffective, stable premiums.
Simple guarantees
• A “no-math,” no-lapse guarantee to age 90.1
• A Long-Term Care ServicesSM Rider with
guaranteed protection and flexibility.1,2
• Stress-tested to provide lifetime value and
protection if the market underperforms.
Straightforward performance
• Extra Interest Credit is a unique
feature that delivers direct cash
value to your clients.
• Simple, reliable caps are designed
for long-term stability.
Learn more at axaforlife.com/nosurprises

1 Coverage is guaranteed to age 90 of the insured, or for 40 years if the policy is purchased when the insured is under age 50, as long as certain premium
payments are maintained. Note: the policy may lapse due to an excessive loan balance. Refer to the policy and all riders for full details.
2 The Long-Term Care ServicesSM Rider has an additional cost, and is subject to restrictions and limitations. A client may qualify for life insurance but not for the
Long-Term Care Services ServicesSM Rider.
This flyer is not a complete description of the IUL Protect product, please contact your financial professional for additional information and brochures on this
product. IUL Protect is issued in New York an Puerto Rico by AXA Equitable Life Insurance company and in all other jurisdiction by MONY Life Insurance Company
of America (MLOA), an Arizona Stock Corporation with its main administration office in Jersey City, NJ 07310. When sold by New York state-based (i.e., domiciled)
financial professionals, IUL Protect is issued by AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company (New York , NY).
AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company (NY, NY); MONY Life Insurance Company of America (AZ stock company, administrative office: Jersey City, NJ); AXA
Advisors, LLC; and AXA Distributors, LLC. AXA S.A. is a French holding company for a group of international insurance and financial services companies, including
AXA Equitable Financial Services, LLC. This brand name change does not change the legal name of any of the AXA Equitable Financial Services, LLC companies.
The obligations of AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company and MONY Life Insurance Company of America are backed solely by their claims-paying ability.
© 2019 AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. 1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10104, (212) 554-1234.
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Federal Government
Employees Need
Your Retirement Expertise
Immediately
There are almost 2 million Federal Government Employees, and over
60% of them will be eligible to retire in the next 10 years. They need
financial professionals to help them understand and enhance their
retirement benefits.
Easily add another revenue stream to your practice and become the go-to
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»» .QRZH[DFWO\KRZWRLGHQWLI\ORFDWHDQGFRPPXQLFDWHZLWK)HGHUDO
agencies and employees
»» Receive home office and field support for case development and design
»» Get access to state of the art Federal benefits analysis and
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Government Personnel Mutual Life Insurance Company (GPM Life)
2211 NE Loop 410, San Antonio, TX 78217
 ZZZ.gpmlife.com

DI made ﬂexible
Custom solutions, exceptional value
One size doesn’t ﬁt all when it comes to individual disability income (DI)
insurance. That’s why our product can be customized to ﬁt most clients’
unique circumstances. Meet your clients’ needs with:
= Own occupation deﬁnition for non-medical and medical classes
= No two-year limitation on mental nervous coverage for most occupations
= Industry-leading rates in many top non-medical and medical classes
= Discounts and Guaranteed Standard Issue with multi-life DI
= Life + DI discount for comprehensive ﬁnancial plans

Your business. Your vision. We’ll help.®
LI FE I N SU R A N CE
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DI
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A N NU I T I ES

|

RE T I REM EN T PL A N S

Discounts cannot be combined and will be determined by the multi-life team, based on the speciﬁcs of the case.
Disability income insurance products issued by Ohio National Life Assurance Corporation on policy forms 16-DI-1, 93-DI-62,
13-DB-1,13-DE-1 and any state variations. Disability income insurance has exclusions, limitations, reductions of beneﬁts,
and terms under which the policy may be continued in force or discontinued.
For costs and complete details of the coverage, contact an advisor or the company. Product, product features and rider
availability vary by state. Issuers are not licensed to conduct business in New York. Disability income insurance not available
in California. ©2019 Ohio National Financial Services, Inc. T-427461.AT 4-19

Let’s get started!
Find out more about
Ohio National DI at
joinohionational.com
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